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Holland City News.
YOL. XIIL-NO.

m

HOLLAND,

38.

in

River St.

TITALSH HEBER, Druggist *

YV

Pharmacist; a
fullstockofgoods appertaining to the bus-

iness.

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.

Funiture.

Af EYER,

BROUWER A

CO.. Dealers in all
kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames. etc. : River st.

OFFICE: No. 52 EIGHTH STREET.

1V1

WILLIAmTT ROGERS.

‘dentral Dealen.

EilUor and Publisher.

TTAN PUTTEN G„ & SONS., General Dealers
in Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.

Terms of Subscription:

V

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if

paid

Hotel!.

months.

at six

JwictifS.

Oils,
-..J,

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

HOTEL. Williams

/'1ITY

V_y The

Bros., Proprietors.

only first-classHotel in the city. Is
located in the business center of the town, and has
one of the largestand best sample rooms in the
State. Free bus in connectionwith the Hotel.

JOB PRINTING PromDtly aM Neatly Execute!

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

\

Mich.

One square of ten

2

3

Column

i

17 00 | 25 00
25 00 40 00
40 00 65 00

10 00
17 00
25 00

“

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.

Holland •
Chicago.

Taking Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.
to

Nl’t Day
Mail.
Exp. Exp.

TOWNB.

1 10 10 15 ....Holland ..... 2 55 10
10 35 Eaat Saueatnck 2 45
10 45 .New Richmond. 2 45 9
205 11 80 ..Gd. Junction.. 205 9
2 17 11 50 . ...Bangor. ... 237 8
3 00 1 05 .Benton Harbor. 12 40 8
3 10 1 15 . .St. Joseph...12 9) 7
#10 2 30 ..New Buffalo.. 11 30 7
6 50 5 26 .... Chicago. v... 8 55 3

m. p.m

a.

From Chicago
to Holland.
Day Nl’t
Mail.
Exp. Exp.

p.

m.

05 4
4
42 4
07 3
55 3
00 1
55 1
13 12
40 9

50
28
18
30
10
55
50

45
55

m. p.m. p.m.

a.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to
Grand Rapid*.
p m. p.m. a. m.

From Grd. Rapids
to Holland.
a. m. p. HI p. m.
10 05 300 t5 00 ...Holland ..... 10 10 1 15 9 50
3 12
3 30
3 43
10 45 4 00
p .m. p.m.

5
5
5
6
a.

•

13 ....Zeeland ..... 10
35 ..Hudsonvilie... 9
50 ....Urandville. .. 9
10 ..Grand Rapida.. 9

m.

a.

to

0)
45
32
15 12 25

m.

p.

9
9
8
t8

40
15
55
35

m. p.m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Holland
Muikcgon.
p.

m.

3 0>
3 25
3 35
4 00
4 05
4 40
p m.

m.

a.

m.

10 1C t5
10 lit 5
10 4(1 6
11 00 6
11 0^ 6
1) 46 7

2C

a.

55
1C

35
40
15

From Mu*keeon
Hollai d.

to

p.m.

to
Allegan.

p.

m

p.

m.

From Allegan to

p. m. a. ra. a. m.
300 •8 00 10 10
3 20 8 30 10 25
8 3?: 8 50 10 31
3 47 9 30 10 4t
4 15 10 10 11 05
p. m. a.m. a.m.

Holland.

Ledeboer.

X.

m.

O

\X7YKHUYSEN,

H., dealer In Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets. Holland
24-ly.

VV

Mich.

11

11
11
11
12
12
12
12
1

1
1
2
2
2

24
29
39
55
08
80
48
55
06
17
38
05
17
36

256
304
8
3
3
3
4

8
9
9
9

52
02

10

20

30
57

15
11 52
12 07
11

12
12

1
2
3
3
4
4
5
0
6

30
50
38

42
10
52

40
57
1)
30

10
45
54
50
69 704
10 725
P. M. P. M.

27
.Britton.. 9 46
6 31 .Ridgeway. 9 42
6 41 .Tecumseh. 9 32
6 57 .. Tipton... 9 17
7 10 Cambridge 9 05
7 33 . Addison.. 6 43
750 ..Jerome .. 8 26
7 57 ..Moscow.. 8 20
8 e»
807 ..Hanover
8 18 ..Pulaski.. 7 69
840 . Homer .. 7 37
909 .Marshall 7 11
6 59
9 22 ..Ceresco.
9 40 Battle Cr'k 640
P. X. ..Augusta.. a. M.
.Yorivlllo..
..Richland..
..Montlcth.
....Fisk....
..Kellogg..
A Allegan L
.

52
47
37
22
08
45
28
21
10
1 69
I 38
1 12

.

100

6'

.

8
8
3
8
3
2
2
2
2

12
12

11
11

986
9 20
8 32

12 42
754
12 22
12 15 788
12 09
7 25
II 80 600
11 27
5 46
11 21 535
11 10 5 15
A. X. a. x.

©
©

’

. 15©
©
©
©
©

30
1 25
19
17
16

50
30

tc.
(

B.

McHUGH,

General Passenger Agent

lu-sinems iJiteftanj.
OoaalnioBXifchaat.

B

EACH, W. H. Uommisston Merchant, and

dealer in Grain, Flour
Floor and Produce. Highmarket price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
est

Srafs aad XsdlitaM.

\J

rBENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drags. Med___ L iciaee. Fancy Good*, Toilet Aruuw* aad
Pcrftuaerlcs* Wver street.

M*

ward,

at the

Common

Buckwheat,
Bran. A 100

lbs

©

bushel.
........

©

Dated, Holland,Mich., Oct.

23rd, 1884.

land, Mich., Got. 23. 18F4

For

Alnbastine, Whiting and Colors in

Drug Store.

que region, with

KremF-rs & Bangs.

ences

“A

IP.

H. "WILIMIS,

Holiday in Scotland,” by

Eugene Didler gives a gossipy account o!
“American Authors and

ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo
Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth
harrow for finishing land made, containing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
3 inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel
Spring Tooth harrows,seeders and culti-

.......

.

.......

at

where.

W

Artists in

Rome/’

and Theodore Child describes the great
bazaars of Paris, under the

Women’s Paradise.” The

f**

Have
for

used Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil

croup and colds and declare it

tive

cure. Contributedby

Wm.

a posi-

Kay, 570

fire,

title

of

serials

“Tho

The

are gone.

Burdock Plant

is

one of the best

diureticsor kidney regulators.Burdock

Blood Bittsrsls unsurpassed In

all dis-

eases of the kidneys, liver and blood.

by Miss

The Secret of Wealth-

Tincker and the “Duchess/* some interest-

Broken down invalidsdo you wish to
ing short stories, poems, and short papers gain flesh, to acquire an appetite,to enjoy
and sketches, make up a number of varied a regular habit of body, to obtain reiresbing sleep, to feel and know that every fibre
interestand attractiveness.
and tissue of your system is being braced
up and renovated. If so commence at
An End to Bone Scraping.
once a course of GOLDEN SEAL BITEdward Shepherd, of Harrisburg, III., TERS. In one week you will be convasays: “Having received so much benefit lescent. In a month you will be well.
Don’t despair because you have a weak
from Electric Bitters, I feel it my duty to
coostitution.Fortify tbe body against
let sufferinghumanity know it. Have had
desease by purifying all tbe fluids with
BITTERS. No epia running sore on my leg for eight yeais;
my doctors told me I would have to have demic can take bold of a system thus forearmed. Tbe liver, the stomach, the bowthe bone scraped or leg amputated. I
els, the kidneys, are rendered disease
used, instead, three bottles of Electric proof by this great invigorant. Ruioous
Bittersand seven boxes Bucklen’sArnica bills for medical attendance may be
avoided by counteractingthe first
Salve, and my leg is now sound and well.”
toms of sickness with these Bitters,
Electric Bittersare sold at fifty cento a botare recommended from
tle, and Buck Icq’s Attic* SftlYC at 99c per and the sale increases dal

GOLDEN SEAL

vators,Aultmao and Russel & Co. steam
threashers.Engines from one-horse to
one thouaand borae power. Call and see
87D. BERTBCH.
my new goods before purchasing elseP. H. WILMS,
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
River St.. Holland, Mich., Apr. 10,
In large aau ixall cans
|
box by H. WalaU*
Krkkxb> & Bangs. I KMjr.
the cheapest as well as the fin-

..

Norman

has a pleasant article on '•Domestic Pet.”

vators combined, Albion Wheel Spring
A very fine assortmentof silk plush Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
cloaks, Russian circulars,Newport cloaks Studebaker farm and freight wagons,
and dolmans of all kinds and prices have Kalamazoo open and lop baggies,
bean received at D. Bertsch’s. Ladles new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tootb,
call and see my stock and be convinced 3-tooth, and 2-sbovet, Detour sulky cultiit is

amusing experi-

the half-civilized natives.

nor tell the truth about their goods.

Catherine Hopley, author of “Snakes/' when they

prices;
also agricultural
implements of ail descriptions; tbe Esterly Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and tbe Advance Mower, the Grand de Tours threehoise sulky plow, the Bissel, South Bend
plow, best in the market, the Remming-

in all colors at the Cen10 cents.

many

strong suspicion that they neither lie

a

pictures-

bus put in his shop
and Stimulants” discusses tbe position o seme of tho clerks spring over coats, and
a large, new engine
some fall over coats, and every one pants
aud boiler, and the John Bright in relation to the temperance
latest im proved movement, and his opinions and action on when he gets out. Tbe fire lays waste
pump machinery, •‘local option” and similar questions. coats and makes breaches io tbe store

^reasonable

Drug Store, only

among

aud

what their neutralityconsists of, but there
is

account of shooting and fishing in the Plymouth Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
highlands and the borderland during the
When a clothingstore gets en
“long vacation.” The author of. “Study

A

Oat* per bushel ...................
Pear) Barley, per 100 lbs ...........
Rye per bushel ...................
Timothy seed, per bushel ..........

flood, ami presents a

Pearson,an English barrister,is a breezy

and is prepared to
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or reWtail, at tbe most

Fultz “

a

striking picture of this wild

$eui pvectisfmcnt;

-

that

It,

with Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

Lippincott’sMagazine for November recorded of Dr. Thomas’ EclecUlc Oi).
opens with a well-illustratedarticle, the Never fails to cure earache.

7, 1888.

impassable by

.

tf

If you can't “Bear” a cough, “Bull”
IIoi

Try “Marirareta,” Alfred Wright'snew first of two, by Edmuud Kirke, giving the
Pennsylvania has "neutral” shoe stores.
narrative of a journey up tbe French
perfume. For sale by
Nobody
but the owners know exactly
Kremers & Bangs.
Broad when the roads had been rendered

lb

Diamond Dyes

D.

30-4t

Hay, W ton .......................
7 00
Middling, ¥ 100 lb
Oats, ¥l>ushebnewPearl Barley, ¥100 lb.

tral

II.

40
75

Clover seed, |) lb...
Com Meal » 100 lbs
Cora, shelled $) bushel
Flour, ft brl ...............
Fine Corn Meal V 100 lbs .
Feed,* ton ..............

¥100

Coun-

The Common Council met pnrauant to adjourn
mont, and In the absence of‘ the
ini mayor was called
In the fourth ward at the residenceof to order by Aid. Ter Vree, president,pro torn.
Bklva Lockwood says she won’t take
Geo. H. Sipp.
MemberB present: Aid. Ter Vreo, Rose, Bcuke the lecture platform in case she fails to seSigned, J. A. Ter Vree, M. W. Rose, ma. Nyland, Boyd and tho clerk.
cure tho Presidency. She will go into a
John BeuKema, A. M. Burgees, R. E.
On motion the Connell adjourned to Friday,
decline and become a martyr.
Workman, L. T. Kanlers, A. J. Nyland, 7:30 p. m, October 24, 1884.
Geo. H. Sipp, (Ms Clerk.
David L. Boyd, Board of Registrationof
Some Remarkable Cures of deafness are
the city of Holland.

W.H. Beach.)

est in this city,

T'VOESBURG, J. O. Dealerln Drugs and Medleines, Paints and Oils, Broshes, Ac. Physicianspresertptions carefnMy pnt op. Eighth 8L

first

rooms.

oil, go to the Central

WHOLESALE.)

.

Sunday. „„„„

In the

Resolved,That a contract be enteredinto with cash to pay down and French officers are
the contractors for graveling Tenth street to he
signed by tho Mayor and Clerk on the part of the accommodating, may bo considered very
city.— Adopted.
ibcral.
Council adjournedto Thursday 7:30, p. m., Oct.

& Kramer.

“ * ih.
Timothy Seed, V bnshel ........
Wheat, white ¥ bushel ............
Red
.............
LancasterRed, ¥ bushel. .. .
BITAIL.
Train Connections.
Bnckwheat,per bushel
At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dun- Bran, per 100 lbs
dee, with T. A. A. & G. T. At Britton, with Barley per 160 tbs ............. ..
Wabash, 8t Louie A Pacific. At Tecumeeh, with Clover seed per B) ...............
Lake Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome with Corn Meal, per 100 lbs. ...........
L. 8.&M.8. At Hanover with L. 8. A M. 8. At
Corn, shelled,per bushel..:.... ..
Homer, with L. 8. A M . 8. (Unslng-Dlvlslon)
and Floor, per barrel ..... .............
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central.At Mar- Fine corn meal, per 100 lbs ........
shall, with M. O. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
ChicagoA Grand Trunk and M. C. R. R. At Montelth, with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan,
SBnVTer' 10O tbs'. ".V. ’.I’ .....
with Chicago A West Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
Trains all dally except

lists of qualified voters

Post.
In the third ward, at the store of Boot

Produce, Etc.

Eggs per dozen ......
Honey per lb ......
Mix’d Onions, per bushel..
P. M. Potatoes, pea bushel.
50
50
09
00
37
00
30
46
10
55
30
55
00

completingthe

of the several wards of said city:

In the second ward, at the office of

ilarfcrtjs.

aonio east

6
4
4
4
3
3
2
1
1

•f

cil

Apples, $ bushel.
Beans, S bushel.

Taking Effect August 10M, 1884.

Mix’d Pass. STATIONS Pass. Pass.
A. M. A. M. P. M.
A. M. P.- M
10 10 5 20 5 10 L.Tolcdo.A 11 10 5 10
11 02 8 00 6 05 ..Dundee*.. 10 10 4 15

Law.—Thcuseof ammen»

should be prohibited by tho

6p.m.

p. m. a.m. p. m.
..Holland.. 5 10 10 10 1 35
.Fillmore.. 4 55 9 50 1 05
.Hamilten. 4 45 9 42 12 50
.Dunning.. 4 85 9 80 12 15
..Allegan.. 4 15 9 05i*ll 35
p. m. a. m. p.m.

CentralTisie

)

the

3t

©

WEST

Holland,

Ignoring

ia, starch, &c.

(

• Mixed trains,
( WHOLESALE.)
t Rons dally,all other trains dally except Sun(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland, going north, at
. 20 <a
25
7:50 a m. arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
80 g
1 CO
and at 10:05 p m. arriving at Muskegonat 12:10 a Butter, lb..
©
18
in; also mixed trains leave Holland,going south, Eggs, ^ dozen.
lb
©
at 5 50 a in and 8:55 am.
14
Honey, ^ lb....
50
. 40 ©
25
Potatoes,bushel.
©
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
RETAIL.

Q0IH9

City of

W

Mich.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

From Holland

.

Special Assessors' Notice.

.....

R. B. Best, castor oil ................
R. E. Workman, repairing eng room doors. 4 60
R. E. Workman, 60 lbs waste ..............8 40
—Approved and warrants ordered issued on the
city treasurerfor all accounts, excepting bill of H.
E. Workman, for waste, which was referred to the
committeeon claims and accounts.

REGISTRATION

2D p.m. p.m.
....Holland... 1 11 3 Oi 9 40
...West Olive...
2 35 9 17
2 27 9 07
..Grand Haven.. 12 25 2 05 8 50
...Ferrysburg... 12 21 2 00 8 40
... Muskegon... 11 55 1 25 t8 05
IP-

p.m. a. m.

IPditionnl $o<aI.

law iu the manufactureof Baking Powder.
Clerk’s oftice, October 7, 1884. J
Such a law has been passed in New York
To Teunis Keppel, Jacob Smite, BastiOGOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.
REPORTS Of STANDING COMMITTEES.
This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and an Van Ry, Ellen Van den Berge, James
state and seems to be ignored by all but
Fish strs. Terms, $1.50 per day. Good accomThe committeeon poor reported, picsentlng the
Brouwer, Bastian Kruidenier,-H. Wyk- semi-monthly
modations can always be relied on. Holland,
report of the director of the poor three manufacturers, tho most prominent
huysen,
E.
J.
Harrington,
James
Westand said commltteo,recommending $23 00 for the
8-ly
of which ii DeLaod’s Chemical Baking
veer, Mrs. A. Van Ry, Gerryt Slenk, John support of tho poor for the two weeks ending
Livsrr tad Bale Gtatlei.
Van Landegcnd, First Reformed Church, November 5, 1884.— Allowed and warrants or- Powder, of Fairport, N. Y. This wag
dered Issued on tho city treasurerfor the
found to contain nothing but Cream Tar
I)OONE U„ Livery ------------------- Hope College, Isaac Thompson, Hendrik amounts.
13 andbarnonMarketsireet.Everythingfirst- Geerlings, Marinas Jansen, P* Baarman The committeeon fire departmentreported hav- tar and Seda, both of excellent quality and
class.
and city of Holland, you and each of you ing purchasedof R. Kantcrs & Soua, 15 lanternd
was their standard formula before the law
for $12.30,and asked for farther time to report on
TTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding are hereby notifiedthat a special assess- price of hose.— Approvedand farthertime granted. was passed, and we notice that our grocera
ll stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al- ment roll for the Improving, graveling, of
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITT OFFICERS.
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s Cedar street, between the center of
are passing it over their counter to an appreThe clerk reported that according to resolutions
33-tf
Seventh .street and the north side of of the Common Council he had issued the followciative public.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; Twelfth street, has been reported by the
warrants on the city treasurer:_OcL 15, 1884,
li Ninth street, near Market.
_
____
Harrington,
for
removing
5,595
cubic
yardi
board of assessorsto the Common CounIt U the opinion of an English surgeon
of earth ® 12# cente, $671-41),and for oil other
cil of the city of Holland,and filed In this
KunfaotoriM,Hllli, Bhopi, lie.
work, $50. October 18, 1884, Chicago and West of note that men who shave the oftenest
office, and that the Common Council has Michigan R’y Co., for freight on gasoline, $1.50T)AUEL9, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors fixed upon the 28th day of October, A. Approved.
shorten their lives by several years. The •
of Hugger Mills: Steam Saw and Flour
The clerk reportedono proposalfor building a Arabs also have a belief that those who
D. 1884, at 7:80 o’clock, p. m. at the ComMills.) near foot of 8th itrset.
mon Council rooms in said city, as the canal for water works purposes.
wash their faces are marked for an egrly
On motion of Aid. Rose—
rAN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements time and place when and where they will
and Machinery,cor. River >nd Ninth Street.
meet with the board of assessorsto review Rtsolted,Tho time for receiving and opening tomb. The slouch has much to encourage
proposals tor canal bo extended until Thursday
him.
said rail.
Fhrileiui.
night, October 23, 1884.— Adopted.
By order of the Common Council.
Tho City Treasurerand cx-ofllclocity collector
TPEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be 36
Wren a lecturerlias worked the ladles
George 11. Sipp, City Clerk.
reported back special Assessmentroll lor Improv13 found in nls office, cor. River and Eighth
ing and grading Tenth street. Special street Asof his audienceso near to the weeping
streets in Vanderveen’sBlock.
sessment district and his doings thereon, amount
The Housewife’sFavorite.
delinquentas follows:Owner unknown,lot 0, point that they have gotten out their handJT REMEKS, H., Physician and Surgeon. ResiWe will send free for one entire year block 44, $14.40.
IV dence on Twelfth utreet, cor. of Market
kerchiefs,and then suddenly changes his
On motion of Aid. Rose—
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers & to every lady who sondB us at once the
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and names of ten married ladies, at same adRtsolted,That tho City Clerk bo and is .hereby tone and speaks of the merits of Dr. Bull’s
directed to report to the Supervisor a description
from 5 to
50-ly
dress. ard 12 two-ct. stomps for postage, of such lots and premises as are containedIn the Cough Syrup ho is bound to rouse a feeiTTATES, O. E., Physicianand Surgeon. Office our handsome, entertainingand instruc- special assessmentroll for tho Improvlng^andgra- ng of indignation.
X at residence on the corner of River and tive Journal, devoted t»» Fashions,Fancy ding of Tenth street SpecialStreet Auscsstnent
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late
District, with the amount of the assessment levied
Work, Decorating, Cooking and House- upon each, and the name of the owner or occupant
My physician said I could not live, my
Dr. B.
43-ly.
hold matters. Regular price, $1.00. against whom the assessmentwas made, and re- iver out of order, frequently vomited
\f ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon; Send to-day, and secure next number. quire said Supervisor to levy the several aums so
assessed as a tax upon tho several Iota and prem- greenish mucous, skin yellow, small dry
iVl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
Address, DOMESTIC JOURNAL, Nunda, ises to which they were assesaed, respectively.—
Mich. Officehours from 12 to 2 p.
26-ljr.
tumors on face, stomach would not retain
N.
37-3m. Adopted all voting yea,
Flittsgritfier.
On motion of Aid. Rose—
food. Burdock Blood Bitters cured me.
NOTICE.
Resolved.That the contractorsfor graveling Mrs. AdelaideO’Brien, 372 Exchange 8t.t
riGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.GalTenth street SpecialStreet Assessment dUtrict
L lery opposite this office.
Notice is hereby given that the Board execute a bond in the sum of $3000. to indemnify
Buffalo, N. Y.
of Registration of the city of Holland will
tho City of Holland from any loai that may occur
Watohei aad Jmlry.
should
the
gravel
being
used
on
said
street
dismeet at the following places in Raid city,
The Chinese Government continues to
trict bo of a kind Inferiorin quality to that used
on Saturday, the first day of November,
1> REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
on Ninth street, the bond to hold good for ono offer $5,000 reward for tbe head of every
dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market A. D. 1884, between the hours of 8 o’clock year.— Adopted.
and Eighth Street.
French officer. These terms, if it has the
a. m. and 8 o’clock p. m., for the purpose On motion of Aid. Wcrkman—

1

p.m. p.m. a.m.

p.m. p.m. a. m.
10100
10 30
10 40
11 32
11 55
1 25
1 50
3 15
7 80

A stranger who was just red-hot on the
Holland, Mich., October 21, 1884,
subject
of politics, and who expressed his
I. 0. of 0. F.
The Common Council met in regular session,
and
was
called
to
order
by
tho
Mayor.
HollandOltyLodge, No. 192, IndopnndentOrder
willingness to lay down his lifo in defense
T Odd Fellows
Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
of
Members present: Mayor Boach, Aid. Rose, of his Presidential candidate, fell asleep
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich., ouTuesday Evening Beukcma, Workman,Haulers Nyland, Boyd, and
of each week
the clerk.
in the office of a Detroit hotel the other
Visltingbrothcrs arecordiallyinvited
.
Minutes of tho last eight meetings were read afternoon. When it was seen that he waf
L. D. Baldus, N. G.
and approved.
William Baumgartkl, U. 8.
locked fast in slumber’s chains one of tbe
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
The
following
protest
signed
by
K.
Schaddeloe
idlers crept up to him in a cautious manF. & .A. M.
and twenty-lour others was presented:
A KEQULARCommnnicaiionof Unitt Lodob.
ner anil whisperedin his ear:
Gentlemen:-We, the undersigned property
No. lfll,F.&A.M..willbeheldat
MasonicHall
•Til give ydu $3 for your vole!”
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock sharp, on Wednesday owners on Tenth street, protest that the said
evenings. Jan. 9, Feb. 6, March 5, April 9, May 7, streetshould be graveled with a quality of gravel
The
sleeper sighed and moved about in
Inferior
to
the
gravel
put
on
Ninth
street,
as
the
Jnne 4. July 2. Aug. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29,
Nov. 26, Dec. 31. St. John’s days June 21, and petition for gravelingTenth street calls for the an uneasy manner, but as soon as be
same quality of gravel us used on said Ninth
Dec. 27.
settled back the offer was repeated, and in
street in 1883.— Accepted.
R. B. Best, W. M.
D. L. Botd.Sm’v.
The following bills were presented for payment: reply he muttered :
R. K. Workman, 800 grade sticks,.... ..... $ _4 00
••Make it $5 and I’m your chicken. I
Peninsula Gas Light.X/Oh
Co., 5 bbls gasoline. . 27 63
,1. DeBoer, hauling fire engine, etc ......... 1 15
never take less than f5l”— ifae Press.
A. Huntley, repairing hose, etc ............2 60

Hotel.

£oitfo.

From

Els Lowest Price.

O

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annnm.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.
JdjT* AH advertising bills collectable quarterly.

pi

658.

Common Council

HOTEL.

1

NO.

.

lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
Holland,
10-ly
25 cents for each subsequent
T>U(ENIX
Jas.
Ryder,
proprietor.
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
1 3 u. | 6 m. I 1 T.
Locatednear the Chi. & W. Mich. R’y depot,
350 5 00 I 8 00 has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and its
1 Square
8 00|10 00 table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda5 00
“
8 00 10 00 I 17 00 tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
“
first insertion,and

WHOLE

1884.

25,

lomciAL.J

yANPUTTEN.Wu.,!Dealer Drugs. McdlclneB,Palnt8,
etc.; ProprietorofDr.
|ewi W.V.VanDen
VanDen BERa'sFamily
BERo'sFami Medicines;

Holland 6itjj
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scare.

Bold by EL Walsh,

of rails and sleepers,wedged together. A
passenger train struck the obstruction.
Engineer Davis was so terribly scalded
that he soon died, and the fireman was
fatally injured. A reward of $1,000 is
offeredby the road for the capture of the

HOLLAND Cm. MICHIGAN.

wreckers.

An

explosionof gas in the naphtha-

house of the Central PacificMill at

OHIO AND WEST VIRGINIA
The October Elections
States— Estimated

In

Those

Ha*

Jor|tles«

Law-

rence, Kan., destroyed the house, shattered

the windows of the mill, and fatally injured Patrick Hart and John Malcom,
bearers of the lamps which caused the
explosion. ,. .Whilo a Republican procession was being formed at LuCrosse, Wis.,

F. A. Burton, President of

wu

the Mississippi policy.

rilE SOUTH.

West Virginia.

four childrenwere alone in a
officers, left the Fifth Avenue Hotel, New
York, on the afternoon of Oct 17, to take farm-houseat St. Jacobin, Quebec, one of
the train for Albany. “The Governor," them placed a flask of powder on the stove,
says a press dispatch,“was anxious to keep
and also threw some in the fire. The exthe time of his departureprivate, as he
plosion shattered the d elling, and fatally
desired to leave without any demonstrainjured three of the children ____
tion. He had not got half a block from A tire in West Carthage,N. Y., destroyed
the entrance, however, when he was recoghotels, churches, and residences valued at
nized, and from that point to the $1,00.1,000. The drug house of Gantz,
depot
was repeatedly cheered. Jones A Co., in New York, was damaged
The train arrived at Albany at 7:45 p. m. to tho extent of $70,000. A hotel and a
The party drove immediatelv to tho Execu- block of stores at Arnprior, Ontario, valued
tive Mansion. The crowd at the depot at $60,000, were swept away.
cheered heartilyas he walked to his carArthur Orton, better known as tho
riage. The Governor expressedhimself
very much impressedwith the magnitude “Tichborne claimant," was released three
of the demonstration in New York days before his term of imprisonmentexand Brooklyn. Before leaving New pired. The premature releasewas hardly
York Gov. Cleveland had a confer- pleasing to the “claimant” and his friends,
ence with the Democratic managers and
who were planning a demonstration.
John Kelly, the latter assuring him of the
Elijah Kirk, of Shelbyville, Ky„ achearty support of Tammany. ____ Mr. Blaine

west vntaiNU.
A Wheeling telegram says: State AuditorMiller has official and unofficial returns and close
estimates from forty-two of the fifty-fourcounties, which give a Democratic majority for Wilson of 7,109. The seven counties to hear from
will increase this to 8,000. The Revinler claims
7.000 for Wilson— a gain over the combined Republicanand Greenback vote of 1880 of 3.700.
Chairman Cowden, of the Republican Bute
Committee, says the back counties are showing
heavy Republicangains anu predicts less than

and rode out

Chicago is the only American city
which for twelve years has made a financial
success of its IndustrialExposition. The
average paying attendance was this season
in excess of 8, (MW per day, realizingnearly
$1,400 daily. The company would be glad
to expend $1,000,000in improvements upon
an adjacent tract if the city gave its permission.

Cleveland a pardon for Byron B. Fairbanks,

who was sent to State Prison for firing into
a crowd of boys on Hallowe’en. Last week
Boone and his wife went to the executive
chamber,in Albany, where the lady became
so violent that the Governor seized her by
the arm and requested her to be calm. She

The

and was removed by

boiler of a threshing engine, run

my trees?” asked Brown of his
neighbor Smith. “They are boring the
life out of all my large shade trees.”
“Have you a dog?”
“Certainly ; I have a very ferocious
dog.”
“Well, chain him up,” said Smith,
sententious!?.
killing

Miss., is embarrassed, causing excitement lamb,’ or sunthin’ er that sort.”
in the town. W. L. Lind & Co., wholesale
hats and fnrs, at London, Ontario, have
The thunder of great words does
failed for $50,0(10. . .The Provincial Gov- not always betoken great thought, for
.

ernment at Toronto has sent armed many
volunteersto the village of Michipico- blank
tou, ou Lake Superior, to stop the outrages being perpetrated by liquor-

a

grand salute is

fired

sellers

’.

..

to Choice Spring.. 4.00
from Houston, Tex., to Chicago. He \\ HEAT— Good
No. 2 Spring ............ .74
Wash- reached his home in Milwaukee in a conNo. 2 Red Winter .......
.76
ington that $1,000,000 collectedfor duties dition next to starvation. At one time he Corn-No. ...................... .51
OAT-i-Xo. ....................
.25
had nothing to eat for four days ____ The Rye— No. ....................... .53
will be refundedat on early day.

received

failures are

POLITICAL.

plete returns are in from the officialcounts of
the County Clerks. From these and reliable
semDc^lal sources the Republicanpluraliti s
A SPECIAL train bearing Mr. Blaine and
arc: For Secretaryof State, 11,321; Supreme
his
party left Grand Rapids, Mich.; at 9:30
Judge, 15,460; Member of Board of Public
Work", 17,476. The Prohibitionvote will be on the morning of Oct. 16. Tho train made
from 8,000 to lo.ooo.andthe Greenback-labor
vote about 2,000, with a total vote of over 750,000." brief stops at Holland, St Johns, Owosso,
WEST V1BUINU.
andotherpoints, where Mr. Blaine addressed
A Wheeling dispatch says: As far as heard
from twenty-eight counties In this State give the great gatherings which turned out to
Democratic majoritiesof 12,183; twenty-two welcome him. He stopped nearly au hour
counties rive Republican majoritiesof 9,277; at Muskegon, where he spoke on the tariff
Democratic majority, 2,85t).with four counties question to a large audience. The party
to hear from, which may increase the Democratic majority 1,200. The Democratic plurality stayed at East Saginaw during the night,
in 1880 was 16.136, and 3,100 over Republicans and Mr. Blaine was accorded an enthusiand Greenbackers. This year the Republican* astic reception in the evening. Gen. Freand Greenbackersfused. It appears, however,
mont, who accompanied the party, was inthat Democratic Greenbackers,In most counties, went back to their party, and Republican troduced by Mr. Blaine as the first RepubGreenbackersdid the same.
lican candidate,and made a short speech.
.... Gov. Clevelandvisited Brooklyn on
the 16th inet, and was given an enthusiastic welcome. There was a large
A VERDICT for $75,000 for breach of procession in his honor. The Gov-

THE EANT.

contract has just been rendered at New
York agninHt the New York, West Shore
and Buffalo Hoad.

James Wobmley, proprietor of Wormley’s Hotel, Washington, one of the most
widely known colored men in

the United

States, died at Boston ... A fire which broke
out in Plymouth stivet, Brooklyn, destroyed
property worth $100,000. .. .Benton * &
Nicbol’s box factory at New Haven was
consumed, and IJaston, Pa., lost two sawmills, a store, and two ice-houses by fire.
.
Wreckers placed on the track of the Boston
.

imd Albany Road near Kinderhook,a

.

pile

with a

cartridge.

2

A Columbus telegram says: “Almost com-

Co. ,

announced of George White

tfc

wholsale clothing dealers, of 8t. Louis,

and Grant, Barfoot A Co., lilhographers,of
Toronto ____ Mrs. Boutel, has been sentenced to be banged at Quebec, Nov. 20, for
poisoning her husband.

FOREIGN.

Skimmed

&

executedat St. Petersburg for political
offenses,and also two women, one of whom

was the

daughter of a priest ..... The
French have gained another victory in Tonquin, and 450 Chinese were killed ..... The
publication of the correspondenceoh the
conference which Bismarck, called together
on the Congo question has caused a sensation and created such an alarm that the
English Government has published plans for

.

an

.

among

the laborers.

.75
.79

vtf .52
1'4 .26

&

.65

.58

.<4 .60

.27

<$

.20

.29
(rf* .23

.12

<0

.13}*

......... .08 (0 .0.1
Eggs— Fresh ..................... .19 ('« .2)
Potatoes— New, per bn .......... .32 (0 3 6
Pour— Mess ......................
15.7.)
Laud ............................. .07 (0 .07 Ja
Fiat

Wheat — No. 2 Red ............... .71 &
Corn— No. ...................... .48 (0
Oath— No. 2 ....................
.26 (0
•>

Six officers of the Russian array were

a

by his

Baulky— No. 2 ...................
Butter— Choice Creamery ......
Fine Dairy .............
Cheese-FuU Cream ............

«t 4.60

(0

TOLEDO.

the strengthening of colonialdefenses .....
Lord Randolph Churchill has described Sir
ernor attended
barbecue at Ridge- William Harconit as “a bravo with the spirit
wood Park in the afternoon. Several of a flunkey,” Sir Charles Dilke as “a renelarge oxen, scores of sheep and hundreds
gade Democrat,”and Mr. Chamberlain as
of fowls were roasted and spread before “a pinchbeckRobespierre.’’. . .Hesse Helfthe assembled thousauds. Alter the feast man, the imprisoned NihiUst, has bethere was speaking from five different come a raving maniac. The cause is said
stands by Gov. Cleveland, Gov. Hendricks, to bo the taking away from her
Gen. McClellan, Govs. Waller of Connecti- of her child for
infraction of
cut. Pattison of Pennsylvania,McLano of the prison rules, who has since died.
.
Maryland, and Abbett of New Jersey, Con- The elections in Belgium resulted largely
gressmen Randall, Hewitt, and Cox, Sen- in favor of the Liberals,who now claim that
ator Jonas of Louisiana, ex- Senator Wal- the education act has been condemned by
lace of Pennsylvania,Gen. Franz Sigel, the people ..... Most of the English shipand many others.
yards are closed, and there is great distress

Gov. Cleveland, accompanied

and

I

streets

blocks

away

making every one

,

for

realize with-it further

assurance that the awful retribution
had been completed.Numerous men were
soon climbing to the branches of the trees, and
in a minute a tree was selected.A rope was
thrown to a man sitting on the first strong limb.
He quickly attached It, and everything was
made ready for the execution.
At this point in the proceedings there was a
pause. Among the leaders were some who
wanted the murderer to make a statement,
while others, more impetuons,urged Immediate
action. The murderer declined to say anything
except that he was the man who shot Barton.
At this juncturethe cry went round “Pull him
up !” “Hang him!" “Don’t let him live a minute
longer."
It was understood that the Light Guard Company of the Third Regiment Wisconsin National
Guards had been ordered ont to charge the mob,
and tfiere was an impression that the execution
would be prevented. The mob seized the rope
and made a strong pull, but the ruffian freed

•

2

OHIO.

/

“Chain up your grandmother!” exclaimed
Brown, excitedly. “How in
There were 192 business failures in the
thunder does my dog affect the borers his bands and the rope broke before he waa
United States and twenty-sixin Canada
in my trees ?”
raised from the ground. In loss than five minduring the week, against an aggregate of
utes a new rope was thrown over the heads of
“Why, the hook agents wouldn’t the
crowd and fell within a few feet of the exe22U tho previous week. Failures were climb the trees if you would keep your
cutloner.This was adjusted, the prisoner’s
numerous in Texas and the South gener- dog chained. They would bore you hands and arms firmly tied, and in anothermoally. Special dispatches to Bradnt reel’s
ment he was banging in the air with bis face
instead of the treea.”— Paris Beacon. closely pressedagainst the limb of the tree.
from leading business centers confirm
The scenes of the night will probably never
previous reports that general trade through“ I tell yon wot, boys,” exclaimed be experienced again in LaCrosse. W'ords
out the country is decidedly dull. At no
old Ben, the roughest man of the camp ; fail to express the darkness and intensity of
the gloom that has settledlike a pall over,
point is much if any chance looked for
“ I tell you wot, boys, it made a feller the community, not only for the fearful
prior to the election, and from New Enact of the assassin, which has taken away one
gland a number of dealers are of the feel kinder watery round the lids to of the best and most highly esteemed young
opinion that no revival need be looked hear that little chif of a thing a settin’ men of Wisconsin,but for tho bloody Incidents
for until February or March next ____ up thar like an angel a-sayin’her that succeeded. The body of the doomed man
N. E. Snyder & Son’s Bank, at Grenada, prayers so cute, ‘ Mary had a little was left hanging only a few minutes when it
was taken down lifelessand left in charge of

•-»

Later Election Figures.

[La Crosse (Wis.) special.]
F. A. Burton, President of the Blaine and
Logan Club here, was shot dead by a ruffian
named NathanielMitchell, but generally known
as "Scotty," at 8 o'clock this evening, while the
Republicans were forming in procession on
Main street.Seven shots were fired in quick
succession, The murdererwas arrested and
hurried to jail before the immense crowd could
realize what had occurred. As soon as the fact
was made known there was the most intense
excitement, and hundreds of men in unitorm
and carrying torches hurried to the Court
House yard and demanded that the prisoner
be handed over to them. Sheriff Scott, Chief of
Police Clark, and a posse of police at the jail
door tried to calm the infuriated multitude.
At 10:30 p. m. the officers were not able to
stay tho mob, which refused to listen to argument From « o’clock to 10 the Court House
yard and square presented a scene of great
fury. The mob Increased in numbers until the
entire spaoe on three sides of the jail was a
depse mass of humanity, demanding that the
murderer be hung. The torches of Hie men
Hared above the sea of heads, and tho white
plumes moved resolutelyabout the square.
The best citizens in the place were present, and

mob, tho whole work being done by resolute
fellows who decided to make the murderer pay
the death penalty before they left the square.
Once in the corridor, sledge-hammers were
used to break in the heavy iron doors, two In
number, that intervenedbetween there and the
cell-room. These soon yielded,and as each
advance was made the crowd on the outside waa
apprised, and constant cheers of encouragement went up. The prisonerhad been confined in cell No. 3 on the lower corridor, and the
crowd had little trouble in finding him. He waa
taken from the cell and dragged into the yard.
He was identifiedas the man who did the shoot- 4
ing. and the officers,when appealed to, de- f
dared they had the right man.
When he appeared from the jail-door,held up
by the men who had him in charge, there was a
long, peculiar yell that went through the trees

by

How to Save Shade Trees.
“How can I prevent the borers from

Show Him

placed in full iKjssession of the main corridor.
W hlle this was going on the crowd Iwcame almost colossal about the place, but aside from
the rush of tho men at the jail the best of order
prevailed. There were no drunken men in tho

orderlies. A few mornings ago Boone assaulted the Governor on the street, but was
seized by Dr. G. H. Houghton. Boone claims
that his wife is in a dying condition....
The Full River mills have closed, rendering 10,000 persons idle. H. H. Fisher’s
pipe mill at Allentown. Pa., has suspended
operations, throwing 800 persons out of
employment.H. B. Scott & Co., barbed
wire manufacturers at Pittsburgh, have notified their 800 employes that wages will be
reduced 10 per cent ____ At Shenandoah,Pa.,
the drought has made water so scarce that
familiesare allowed but a couple of quarts
per day.

notice from the Secretary of State at
Still

Y., has

a carpenter,exploded at Beltrami, Minn.,
killing five men instantly,and mangling
and scalding three others.

Das-

and the walks about the jail
The excitement grew steadily In force, and
the demand at last found leaders with cool
heads, who went methodically about taking
the man from prison and lynchinghim.
Beams were procured, and In a short time the
heavily bolted and barred doors on the Fourth
street side of the jail were battered in by the
crowd, who poured into the first-floor rooms.
The Sheriff and assistantssucceed in clearing
the room the first and second time, but on the
third rush the mob overpowered them and held
Its ground. The interior wooden doors of the
cooking department yielded like so many pieces
of plate glass. In the meantime'the heavy oak
door leading to the main stairway on the' west
side was battered down, and the crowd was

for some time been demanding of Gov.

fell in a hysterical fit

a

No Mercy,

threatened to kill him. He was riding up
the road watching for Clark's appearance, when the latter opened his front
door and fired two shots with a gun, riddling
Kirk with buckshot and shooting his head
almost off ____ Congressman John H. Evins
died at Spartanburg, S. C.

;s

Canada have

the Assassin,and

a shotgun

of Elmira, N.

Murdered by

LaCrosse,

The People Break the Jail, Take Ont

and down

Samuel Boone,

Man at

tardly Ruffian.

to Clark’s house, after having

WASHINGTON*

exporters in

Wis.,

cused Robert Clark of circulatingevil reports of his daughter, and got

and Canadian Pacificemployes ____
Three Detroit clergymen have been swindled by ex -Gov. Moses, of South Carolina,
Beeves ..........................$5.00 & 7.25
who representedhimself as the Rev. Dr. Hogs .............................
at, li.i.o
Hicks, of Washington. The police of Cam- Fujub— Extra. .................. 6.50 (f5 6.00
bridge, Mass., also want Moses ____ The Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ .82 (tCi .83
No. 2 lied ............... .85 (itt .87
New York, Ontario and Western Railway Con* -No. 2 .................... .60 & .61
has just executed a mortgageat New York OATH— While .................... .34 lit .37
Frank Hatton has been appointed Post- to the Mercantile Trust Company for 1'oUK— New Moss ................16.75 <017.2>
CHICAGO.
master General to succeed Judge Gresham, $4,000,000,and will use the funds to equip
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 7.00 C0 7.50
Good Shipping ........ 6.00 I'fi6.50
appointed Secretary of the Treasury. Mr. and operate its lines.
Common to Fair ....... 4.0') ('i 5.00
Christian Shirmer, only 15 years fo
Hatton has assumed the duties of his new
To ........................
6.00 <m 5.50
position.
age, has within the past seven weeks walked Fuiun— Fancy White Winter Ex. 4.25 (" 4.75

Hay

Business

he

GENERAL*

An AssociatedPress dispatch from Wheeling
The attempt of the New England branch
says: Returnsare still very scarce and unsatisof
the Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph Comfactory. Chairman Cowden,ofthe State RepublicanCommittee,concedesthe State to the
Democratsby 3,000. he says the returns pany to get the right of way for its poles on
are coming in so slowly he can hardly the railroadland already occcupied by the
form an approximateidea of the real Western Union Company is resisted by the
status in the State. J. 8. Miller, Democratic State Committeeman in this city, latter on the ground of its contracts with
claims the State by 6,500. Chairman Leonard, the railroads, which give it the right exDemocrat, telegraphsfrom Parkersburg that clusivelyto place poles by the side of their
the State has gone 10,000. Baker, of the Natracks. But in Texas, where the same
tional Democratic Committee, places it at from
question has been contestedby the same
2.000 to 5,000. Wood County gives Maxwell, Republican candidate for Governor,1,000. Harri- companies, the courts have permittedthe
son County, Maxwell’s home, gives 800 majority. Baltimore and Ohio to put its poles ou the
The Republicanshave made gains all over the
lands of the Texas Pacific, which, with the
State, but not enough to overcome the Democratic majority of four years ago.
telegraph line already in operation,is controlled by Mr. Gould. In consequence of
Later Election Returns,
this decisionthe Baltimore and Ohio is
OHIO.
pressing forward the work of construction
A Columbus (Ohio) dispatch says : Official re- to a connection with all the important points.
turns were receivedat the Republican headThe decision of the Texas courts appears to
ouarters to-night from Ashtabula and Wood
Counties, these being the last to report, and rest on the statute laws of Texas, which
they complete the list. Tho revisedfigures are peculiarlyfavorable to telegraph compegive Robinson a pluralityof 11,421. This tition ____ Factories ot Augusta, Ga., emshows a Republican gain of 26,053, and a
Democraticgain of 2,102. In sixty-six counties ploying about 2,000 hands, which have been
the Republicans made all their gains, and the shut down for several weeks, started up
Democrats in the rest The Republican gains again at reduced wages ____ By the exploto the rural districtsare equal to their plnrality.
sion of a saw-mill boiler at New MartinsChairman Oglevee concedes tho election of Ellsbnry, Democrat,in the Eleventh District.The ville,W. Va., two men were killed and five
delegation to Congress will stand eleven Demo- others were seriouslyinjured.
cratic and ten Republican.

CRIME

HIS

While

the
Blaine and Logan Club, was shot dead by a
man known as “Scotty,’’but no motive
The electionIn Ohio on Tneeday, Oct. 14,
for Secretary of State, a Judge of the Supremo for the murder is known. The criminal
Court, a member ot the Board of Public Works,
was at once arrested and hurried to the
members of Congress, and county officers. The
"
returns, as sent out by the Associated Press jail, where hundreds of men shortly afteron the morning after the election, ward gathered, determined upon lynching left feast Saginaw,Mich., on the forenoon
indicated a Republicanmajorityof 15,000 to 17,- “Scotty.” After battering down the doors of Oct. 17. At Bay City he addressed
000. Later returns from the same source, howthe culpritwas brought out and strung to a 15,000 Republicansfrom a stand in the
ever, cut these down to about 10,010. A press
despatch from Columbus, Ohio, says: Complete tree, but the rope broke. Another was at once city park. Gen. Fremont and Senator
bnt unofficial returns reduce the Republicanma- procured, and the lynching was completed. Palmer also spoke. At Flint Mr. Blaine
jority close to 10,000.Republicans claim ____ Burglars cracked the safe of I. N. wag welcomed by a gathering of 8,000
it will be over that some, and Democrats that it will be less. It is thought Thompson at Perrysville, Ohio. They enthusiastic supporters.At this point he
that the officialcount will make it then stole a horse and drove to Mansfield denied very emphatically that he had ever
about eleven thousand, which reverses the Dem- and escaped. One comer of the building, been a Know-Nothing, or that he sympaocratic majority of last year, but does not show
which is brick, was blown out by the shock thized with the Know-Nothing or^nizaany such cyclone as was claimedon the night of
election. Democrats say they will make the made in blowing the safe. A small sum of tion. He declared himself opposed to the
fight for November with as much vigor as ever. money was secured ____ Howard Kerns, exportation to tho United States by foreign
The followingprivate dispatch by a member night operator in the Northwestern depot countries of their paupers and criminals.
of the Republican State Committee has at Winnebago, HI., was assaulted with fatal
He said he was most emphatically against
just been sent to Dudley at Washington:
‘Sixty-fivecounties show a net Republican gain effect by a disorderly brakeman whoso dis- the importation of foreign laborers,under
of 21,544. Deducting Hoadly'smajority of last charge he had caused.
contract, to compete with home labor.
year, it leaves 9,013. I do not believe the re^Ir. Blaine addressed large and enthusiastic
The
Coroner’s
jury
on
tho
Mitchell
maining twenty-three oountieswill more than
bring this up to 10, OX). Allen, Ashland, Craw- lynching case at LaCrosse, returned a ver- assemblages at Lapeer, Pontiac, Port Huford, Darke, Mercer,Monroe, Oulding,Pickron, and other points. He expressed great
away, Pike, and Richland show Democratic dict that he was hanged by persons un- satisfaction at the enthusiasm of his recepgains over last year." By close calls the Demo- known to the jury.
tion in Michigan ____ The anti-fusionGreencrats carry all the close and doubtful districts
The engine, baggage-car, and first coach backers of Iowa held a stormy Shite conexcept that of Frank Hurd, who is beaten.
The Congressmen-elect
are as follows:
of a train on the Cincinnati and East- vention at Cedar Rapids, but adjourned
Democrats—
Republicans—
without making nominations,sixteen of
a James E. Campbell. L Benj. Butterworth. ern Narrow Gauge Railroad plunged
4. Chas. M. Anderson. 2. Charles E. Brown.
through a bridge near Batavia,Ohio, the delegates favoring partial fusion.
6. Benjamin Le Fevre. 8. John Little.
two persons being killed and a numMr. Blaine spent Saturday,Oct 18,
«. WilliamD. Hill.
9. William C. Cooper.
ber injured, a few of them fatally ____ along the Hue of the Michigan Central Rail7. George E. 8eney.
10. Jacob Romeiss.
1L Wm W. Ellsberry. 12. Albt. C. Thompson. Two blocks of buildings at Montague,
road, in Michigan. At Ann Arbor he was
18. Jos. a Out h waite. 14. Chas. H. Orosvenor. Mich, were burned, the loss reaching $75,15. Beriah Wilkins.
18. Isaac a Taylor.
000. French’s woolen mill at Foster Sta- met by 1,200 Universitystudents,and spoke
16. George W. Geddes. 19. EzraB. Taylor.
tion, Mich., was destroyed by fire, causing to them briefly. At Jackson he spoke from
20. Wm. McKinley,Jr.
17. Ad. J. Warner.
21. Martin A. Foran.
a loss of $40.000 ..... The failure of Bam- a flat-car to a large crowd on the hiriff quesA press dispatchfrom Cincinnatisays: The berger & Co., wholesale clothiersat Cin- tion. Short stops were made at Albion,
returns received from all parts of the State are
Battle Creek, Marshall, and Dowogiac. The
uniform in showing an increased vote. In many cinnati, is announced, with $50,000 laRepublican candidate then entered Inplaces the Increase is very marked. Another bilities.
diana. At South Bend a number of
feature shown is that the people are more than
The chief theatrical event of the week in
ordinarilyarrayed in the two great parties.
manufacturing establishments were repreBoth the Greenback and Prohibition vote are Chicago has been the appearance at Mcsented in a large procession, to which Mr.
comparativelyinsignificant,
and the vote was as
distinctly marked as if the Presidential ticket Vicker’sTheater of the brilliantyoung Blaine spoke on the tariff issue. After the
had been before the people. A matter of great tragedienne, Miss Margaret Mather, in a demonstrationhe went to the residence of
surprise is the large vote received by the Repub- round of stan'dard plays. The critics of the Hon. Clem Studebaker. Accompanied
lican candidate for Judge of the Supreme
Court There was gener >1 belief that he would the daily press note great improvement in by his host be attended church at the Milher art. This week she essays the great bum Chapel, aftef which he and his son
fall far below the rest of the ticket, owing to
dissatisfaction among the saloon men on acrole of “Lady Macbeth,” a character in Walker visted Mr. Blaine's aunt, Mrs.
count of his opinions on tho Scott liquor which CharlotteCushman achieved her Phelan, and his cousin, Mother Angela, at
law. On the contrary, it appears he has been
St. Mary’s Academy. * Later he visited
carriedfully up with the remainder of the greatest laurels.
ticket and here in Hamilton County
Policeman Gorman, of Ciuciunati,who Notre Dame University and made an adhis vote is greater than that for Robinson.
dress to the students,being presentedby
The unexpected feature of the election is the was wounded at the election riot, died the
the Rev. Father Walsh. Mr. Blaine took
German vote, which was cast largely for the
Republicanticket. Hamilton,Cuyahoga,Lucas, other day, and his sister, on hearing of his supper with the students.
Montgomery and Erie Counties, which embrace death, expired in a few hours ..... A LouisThe Boston lads are solid for Belva
large Teutonicpopulations, show heavy Repubville, New Albauy and Chicago train was
lican gains. In fact they turned the tide and
Lockwood for President. Four battalions
gave the victory to that party. Hamilton wrecked near Putnamville, Ind. Loss,
County alone shows a gain of 5,000 on the $U0,000. Three employes were injured of them parade the streets every night
vote of last year. Cuyahogashows a gain of and the curs consumed .... The balance of in Mother Hubbard dresses, with bonnets
nearly 3,000, Lucas a gain of over 2,000, and
Montgomerya gain of 1,700. Both the Demo- the miners in the Ohio Central and Buck- and parasol torches,and seem to greatly
cratic and Republicanpress here agree that the eye Creek regions have struck for an ad- enjoy the sport ____ The Democrats of the
election in Cincinnatiwas the bloodiest that vance in the rates of mining to 80 cents First IllinoisDistrict have nominated
has ever been held here. The Democraticpapers
William M. Tilden for Congress. The
assert that the thousand United States Deputy per ton ____ At Leavenworth,Kan., Richard
Marshals were employed mainly in intimidating J. Waddy, an iron molder, shot his wife Republicans of the Buffalo district have
honest voters, while the Republicanpress con- and a Mrs. Logue, and then shot himself placed in the field Maj. John M. Farquhar,
strues the conduct of the police force and the
an old printer,formerly of Chicago.
through the head, dying instantly.
deputy sheriffsin a similar manner, comparing
Ohio.

it to

HANGED FOR

Banks of Albany, and some of the State

.

THE WEST.

THE SEWS CONDENSED.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

privatesecretary, Col. D. S. Lament, Mayor

.

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat—

No.

.72
.50
.27

&
©

2 .................... .72
.74
...................... .48 ©i .50
OATS-Xo. 2 ...................... .'28
.30
Barley— No. 2. ................. .66 (0 .67
P*rk— Mess ......................15.50 @10.00
Laud ............................ 7.00 (3. 7.50

Corn— No.

2

ST. LOUIS.

Wheat— No.
Cons— M xed

................... .78 <0 .80
..................... .48 <0 .49
ATS— No. 2 ...................
.25 (0 .26
Rye ............................. .60 <0 .52
16.50 (017.00
2

CINCINNATI
Wheat-No.

2

Red ............... .79

(0

.81

Cons ............................. .51 («) .55
Oats— Mixed ..................... .27 & .20
Pork— Mess ......................16.25 016.75
Lard ............................. 07 & .07>a

the Sheriff.
When the excitementwas at the highest and
the first sncccssfnl rush had been made on the
jail door the fire bells rang out an alarm which
was made general, and this, added to the steady
roll of voices from tho directionof the Court
House, made the night one of awful features.
What citizens first thought was an alarm for
help at the court-yardor a rallyingsignal by
tbo mob proved to be a genuine alarm, and the
department was called to extinguisha burning

workshop and storehouse connected with the
Northwestern foundry and machine shops. The
fire was soon extingnished,
and that part of the
crowd which had been drawn from the scene of
tho lynching returnedagain to the Court House
Square, where they remained until the last act
was completed.
The body of Mr. Bnrton was taken immediately after the murder to the drug store of T. H.
Spence,where an examlnatioii showed life to be
extinct, every shot having taken effect. Those
who stood near the scene of the murder say the
man advanced from the crowd on the sidewalk
to within a few feet of his victim and fired the
first bullet into his back. Mr. Burton fell to the
pavement, and the murderer followed with six
shots into his body and head. He then threw
the revolver at his victim and gave him a kick,
saying: "That is tho son of a
that knows
me and that I have been lookingfor," or words '
to that effect. All this was done In a moment’*
time and before any one could realizewhat had
happened.
The body of Mr. Bnrton was removed from
tho drug store to his home during the evening.
One bnllet passed through the head, two through
the lungs, and two Into the abdomen, any one of
which would have been fatal.
In searching for a motive for the act the onky
plausible theory that is yet advanced is that tw<F\
years ago, when Mr. Burton was acting surveyor
of customs at this port, this man was frequently Importuning for a hospitalcertificateso that
he could spend his time at tho hospital at tho
expense of the river men. Mr. Barton told him
to go to work and stop drinking, and he would
not need the benefits of the marine physician.
Another theory 1s that Mitchell thought he was
killing another man.
Mr. Burton was a broker and commission
merchant.The motive of the murderer is not
known. He is said to have been a desperate
character, who has followedthe river for a living. He has served a term in the State’s prison.
After throwing the first revolver at bis victim It
was found tha' he had anotherin his pooket, bnt
he was urrested before ho had an opportunityto
use it. The Republicanswere to have celeb: ated
the Ohio victory to-night with a parade,fireworks, and speeches, bnt the scene changed to
one of terrible excitement of a far different,

—

character.

CHIPS.

DETROIT.

Flour ............................C.50 & 6.00
Wheat— Na i White. ............ .76 (0 .78
Cohn— Mixed ..................... 54 (0 .55
Oats— No. 2 Mixed ............... .28 0 .30
Pork— New Mesa .................18.00 <018.50

INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat— No.
Corn— Mixed

Red, New ......... .74
................... .47
Oats— Mixed ..................... .25
2

Mr.

Samuel Eliot, son

Eliot, has

been appointed

#

of President
Har-

a proctor at

vard.

&
(0
(0

.76
.49
.20

EAST LIBERTY.
Cattle — Best .................... 6.00 & 6.50
.................... 6.50 0 6.00
Common ............... 4.00 <* 4.50
Hogs ............................ 6.50 C0 7.0)
Sheep ............................4.50 10 5.0
Fair

r

Ben Butler was born Nov. 5, 1818, and i
he will celebratehis birthday the morning i
after election.^

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe is to be at the
head of the woman’s departmentin the New

DOWN IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.

habit of attending the theater, intending to invite him in case of

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
Wr

hare any rags Iroxa foreign countriesfor the next three months
to come, and to make up the deficiency
the boys of America should be vigorously encouragedto slide down hill on
shan’t

the cellar doors and tackle barbed-wire
fences.

Edison is

credited with the state-

ment

that the latest electrical phenom-

enon

is a live fish

an

A Peculiar Divorce— Hiring a Wife— The
tive reply. “No," said Monsignor
Mtlnglut Man.
Capel, “it hns been twenty-four years
“Over the North Hampton road,” says
since I attended a theater, add I cannot a letter from Rye Beach, New Hampconscientiouslybring myself to patron- shire, “ia a home in which man and wife
ize a place where the devil is preached.” live who have not spoken to each other
many years. It was long ago when
Mr. Florence protested that the for
they separated, and there was some
Monsignor placed a false estimate on talk of a divorce at the time, but the
the theatrical profession. “Ah, no," ne ghbort argued them out of it. She
replied Monsignor Capel, with a sad claimed he hadn’t spoken a pleasant
smile; “you people are sincere enough; word for five years to her, and he
claimed she hadn’t cooked a meal of
you don’t know it, but you preach the
vituals in all that time that was :jt for
devil all the same." “Well, your
a decent man to eat. So, instead of
Grace,” inquired Florence with groat going into the divorce courts as c.ty
urbanity, “which is worse, preaching people do, they decided to live sepa-

the devil from the stage without knowswimming in a tub of ing it, or preaching Christ crucified
clean water, having swallowed a bait from the pulpit without believing it ?"
consistingof a little incandescentlamp. “Both are reprehensible,”replied MonWhen the current is turned on the fish signor Capel, and bowing stiffly, he
is lighted up so that you can see went his way.
through him and observe the circulaGen. Hancock, lately on a western
tion of the blood.
tour, is said to have received a letter
The proprietor of “tonsorial parlors" asserting that the writer had lent variin Philadelphia,who must be a foreign- ous suras of money to his nephew,

rately.”

“He gave her half of the house and
kept the other half for himseliV He
took the daughter and she the son.
The girl cooks his meals and the boy
cats with his mother and works on the
farm with the old man. They get
along pretty well, seldom seeing ami

ey, recentlyarrived, advertises for bar- Lieutenant Frank Hancock, out on the
bers to work in his establishment who plains. Frank died not long ago, and
are not politicians; the object being, of

the General had undertaken to adminsavo customers from being ister upon his estate. The latter intitalked to death. He will hardly find mated that there were good reasons
what he wishes, unless deaf and dumb why this claim out to be quietly satismen or Chinamen answer the advertise- fied. Hancock declined to be agitated
ment.
by this onslaught. Again the fellow
Abbe Liszt, whose sudden stroke of wrote of the chumship with the dead
blindness recently has caused consider- Lieutenant in the far Southwest, deable gossip concerning him, is an ex- scribed himself as a gallant but unfor-

course, to

__

ceedingly eccentric old gentleman. Al- tunate adventurer into Eastern civilizathough 70 years old, the Abbe insists tion, and as a friend advised the Genon his pupils calling

him by his

first

eral to silence scandal by taking the in-

name, Franz, and will not permit any significant sum of $50 out of his own
other title. His favorable vegetable is wallet. Then the General replied that
the tomato, of which he is passionately the demand would never be met unless
fond, and his former pupils who are clear proof of its justness was supplied.

acquainted with his weakness never The applicant turns out to be a confipermit him to suffer for them. Ho re- dence man of extensive experience.
ceives cases of them from various parts His Texas record shows him up as a
swindler of Freemasons. An official
of Europe.
communicationfrom the Secretary of a
A newspaper publisher in the City lodge at El Paso sets him forth as a proof Mexico gives two or three columns fessional rascal.
in English every day for the benefit of
its

English readers, but makes queer

work with the language. Here

is

one

of its paragraphs : "A child has escaped

death from the effects of

a

bottle of

laudanum, the contents of which not
knowing, of course, what he
to

did,

thanks

the energetic efforts of his folks.”

A curious case is before the tribunal
in Paris. A gentleman was getting
down from an omnibus in a crowded
thoroughfare,when he missed his footing, nearly fell backward, and, to recover his balance, caught hold of another passenger. The latter,taken by
surprise, also found himself in danger

is another : "It is truly worth
praising the admirable precision that of falling, and, in his turn, caught hold
exhibits at the stage the little girls of a woman with an infant in her arms,

Here

now playing at the Tea- the upshot being that all four rolled
together into the road. A heavy goods
van was coming along behind, which,
A jealous Georgia darky thought ho had it not been for the prompt action
would test the affections o? his wife by of the omnibus conductor, who seized
pretending to commit suicide. When the horses’ heads, would have run over
he slipped the noose around his neck some of the prostrate forms. As it
and stepped off the chair he found, to \*i8, the gentleman who was the origihis horror, that the rope was just nal cause of the accident escaped with
enough too short to make it very un- a few trifling bruises; the other male
comfortable.He groaned so pitifully passenger falling on him was not hurt
that it awoke his wife, who came rush- at all, and the infant was equally fortuing out, exclaiming as she saw his po- nate, but its mother had her arm brosition : “You old fool, Ize most a mind ken, and sustained other severe injurto let you stay dar.” She procured the ies. Which of the two gentlemen
scissors and cut him down, and he fell should pay damages is the question —
to the tloor almost choked to death. the one who caught hold of her or the
He is done with jolting.
one who caused him to do so by catchAlaria Arnefat

tro Principal.”

ing hold of him.

Blood heat is set down on a Fahrenheit thermometerat 08 degrees, but
The demand by the Australians and
more careful investigationhas shown New Zealanders for New Guinea moans
that the temperature of a healthy per- that a great maritime, English-speakson is between 102 and 103. One-half ing nation is already in the process of
a degree either way indicates an abnor- creation in the South Pacific Ocean.
mal condition, while one degree below The people of the United States are inwould make a doctor shake his head sular. They dread the sea. They could
ominously. When a fever sends the have the Sandwich Islands, San Dotemperature up to 106 or 107 it de- mingo, St. Thomas, and other West
pends entirely on the amount of fuel on India Islands for the asking, but no
hand how long the fire will continue to political party in this country dares to
burn. The tinder in the blood may be favor an addition to our territory outremoved before the machinery is burned side of our coats. We are satisfied to
out and the fires smothered,or the bo without a navy and to see all our
vitality may be kept up until the tinder commerce in the hands of foreign ships.
is all consumed and the fires go down Not so ,the British colonists in the
of their own accord.
South Pacific. They are extending
•

their

A moral and

sensible deviation from

commerce

in

every direction, sub-

sidizing steamship lines to add to their

the stereotyped form of wedding cus-

merchant marine. They even pay a
subsidy to our Pacific Mail Stoam Comnear Troy, New York. It was a home
pany, to which the American Congress
wedding, the guests being only the reb
will not give one cent The Governatives and intimate friends of the
ment in New South Wales actually pays
couple, but they were sufficientin numfor the letters sent by our citizens.The
ber to fill the house. Each guest was
coloniesare already a mighty power on
met at the door of the drawing-room
the Pacific. We have no authority on
and welcomed by the bride, who was
that greatest of oceans, for we have no
attired in simple bnt befitting costume.
ships and no navy. We may be forced
When all the guests had arrived and
some time to pay an indemnity to China
the hour fixed for the ceremony was
in the event of a war, for even that
toms was recently

reached, the groom,

made by a

who was

couple

convers-

feeble nation has gun-boats, which could

ing with friends in another part of the

ravage or Pacific coast. The power we
room, stepped to the bride’s side, the may have to dread in the future is not
lady quietly left the group of relatives any on the other side of the Atlantic,

whom she was

talking, the two but the energetic, sea-loving, commerce
took their place before the clergyman, developing, colonizing, and annexing
with

and in a few moments

were made

Those present voted the new

one. English-speakingpower in the South
de- Pacific.

parture a complete success.
The manufacture of paper bottles has

wicked story they are become an important industry in Germany. Ten per cent, of rags, 40 of
telling about Monsignor Capel and the
straw and 50 of brown wood pulp are
incorrigible “Billy” 'Florence. They
used in making them. A coating of dehave been friends for a number of fibrinated fresh blood, lime and sulyears, and they met recently in the phate of ammonia makes this substance
streets of Chicago, when Florence perfectly proa! against all kinds of
asked the Monsignor if he was in the liquids.

This

is the

THE CROPS.

affirma-

never speaking to each other, but with
the children and neighbor bo h are sociable enougn. It has been going on so
for a long while, but l nckon they will
have a reconciliationbefore they die.
The old man would be willing to kiss
and make up any time, but the old woman is as obstinate as thunder and
says she will never give in."
“Down the road a piece is another
queer family. The man is one of the
richest farmers in all these parts, but
ho treats his wife like hired help, and
pays her nine shillingsa week wages.
When sho is sick he docks her, and she
has to buy her own clothes out of these
wages as a seivant girl would do. They
never had any trouble that I know of,
but are never seen together. They go
to different meeting-houses,and act for
all the world just as if they weren’t
married. If they had childrenperhaps
it would bo otherwise, but they were
never blessed that way.”

—There

The National Agricultural

Bureau’s

is

typhoid fever at Sanlt Ste.

Marie.

Report for the Mouth of

—Bay

City postmen have donned new

gray helmets.

October.

—Apples of
[Washington telegram.]
October returns for

com

first quality sell at $1

per

barrel at Galesbnrg.

give an average

higher for its condition than in any of

—Mr. Honey

has

been Postmaster

ot

tht>

past five years, but not so high as in any of

Dexter for sixteen years.

—O.

the remarkable com years from 1875 to
1879, inclusive. The general average is 93,
which is very nearly an average of any series
of ten years, and indicatesabout twenty-six
bushels per acre on a breadth approximating 70,000,000acres. The region between
the Mississippi and the Rocky Mountain
slope again presents the highest figures,
which in every State rise a little above the
normal standard of full condition. No
State east of the Mississippi returns a condition as high as 100. The lowest figures
are in West Virginia, 73; Ohio, 74; Louisiana, 74; Texas, 80; and South Carolina, 83.
The reductionin these States was caused
by dr light Th *re is complaint of drought
in the Ohio Valley and in tho Atlanticand
Gulf States, bnt not sufficiently severe to
reduce seriously tho yield*. The early
plan od corn is everywhere matured. Late
plantings in ihe Southern States suffered
for want of summer rains, and will be light
and not well filled. Very’ little injury has
been done by frosts. There was frost in
^Vermont on the 25th of August, and in
several border States about the middle of
September,with slight injury to Into corn.
The damage by chinch-bugsand other insects hns been slight.

WHEAT.

K. Crandall, of 8t. Helens, has in-

vented a perpetual-motion machine that is
said to be a very useful as well as a very

handsome piece of mechanism.

—Charles Mason has been arrested at
Bay City for stealing a $100 cow. He
painted the animal after appropriating it,
bnt the natural color shone through.

—Wright A

Davis’ mill at Bradford Lake

will cut about 7,000,000 feet of

lumber this

season, and the firm expect to put in about
5,000,000 feet of logs tbe coming winter.

—A

Flint man has received by express

from Lansing a bundle of householdgoods

bad been stolen from him by a dishonest servant girl. Her consciencehad
that

begun

to trouble her.

—Battle Creek

is

to have an additional

wealth creator, in the shape of a good substantialfoundry

and machine-shop, era-

ploying about seventy-five hands. It

is

inaugurated by Tole lo iwirties.

,

The wheat crop will exceed that of lost
year by about 100,000,000bushels. Threshing is slow and late, with results thus far
confirmingindications in former reports.

—

John

Jorris sold to J. E. Doyle this

week ninety-fivedozen celery that averaged
eight

pounds to the dozen. This is

largest celery that has

the

been raised in Kala-

mazoo this season. — Kalamazoo Gazette.
yield per acre will average about
thirteen and one-third bushels. The
—Johnnie Decker, aged seven years, son
qualityof the
present wheat crop is generie pr
of Professor John L. Decker, of Owosso,
be Eastern
ally very good, especially in the
died n few days ago after an illness of six
i sic
slope
anil Middle States. On the western
months— the result of a severe shock given
of the Alleghenies,and in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, some depreciation his system by being frightened by another
in quality is noted. In Indiana, Illinois, boy.
“Does ho do this because he is Iowa, Missouri, and Kansas tho average for
—The largest number of craft locked up
the entire breadth is 90.
stingy?”
RYE, OATS, ETC.
through tho Ht. Mary’s Falls Ship Canal
“Agood deal so, but it was an agreeThe indicated yield of rye is about twelve this season was on July 24, when fifty-five
ment they made before they were marbushels per acre; quality snpericr.
ried, and I never heard that either of
The yield of oats is little above tbe aver- vessels went through. The smallest list
them were dissatisfied.She seems to age, yielding about twenty -seven bushels was Sept. 17, when only seventeen passed
think it all right, but most women per acre, and making a orop approximating
through.
wouldn’t stand it.”
570.000,1100bushels of good quality.
—Mrs. Esther Amidon, of New Loth“But speaking or stingy men, the old
The hurley crop makes a yield of nearly
fellow who drove you over in the stage twenty-three bushels per acre, and a prod- rop, aged 82 years, last week did a large
uct exceeding50,000,000 bushels of aver- washing in tbe forenoon, and in tho afteris the worst I ever saw. He always
collects his money at the start, because age quality.
noon spun ten knots of woolen yarn in
The condition of buckwheat averages 87,
several years ago a passengerfrom
two hours, aud had time left to call on her
New York or somewhere died on the Indicatinga crop slightly under the average.
neighbors.
way over, and the old man never got
The condition of the potato crop is rep—Two Salvation Army officerswere at
his fare. He doesn’t propose to be resented by 88, five points lower than In
beat out of another fifty cents in that October last year, two points lower than in Flint the other day, wearing Irnts on which
way. Passengers can do whatever they 1879 and 1882, and the same as in 1880.
were inscribedthe words, “Prepare to meet
like for all he cares, but ho proposes
thy God. " They scared some of the older
to get his money before they do it.”
people into getting down their old MUlerito
“They say he used to keep a livery
“ascension robes."
and feed stable, where farmers who
—An Adrian young lady turned on the
came to town put up their horses and
Arrival of the Dakota Car
fed them.
shoe factory failed at
water of the bath-room, and then went to
Products at MilHaverhill,and the old man went over
answer a telephone summons. Presently
there when they sold the assets at aucwaukee.
she forgot all about that there was a bathtion. He bought a wagon load of shoo
room in tbe house. The flood was fifteen
pegs, brought them home and put them
[Milwaukee Sentinel.]
inch 's deep in the back sittinq-room down
in an oat bin. When a farmer put up
The “product car" containing samples of stairs,and still rising, when tho watery
his horse the old man would give the
animal four quarts of shoe pegs and grain and vegetableproducts grown in Cen- condition of things was discovered.It was
charge titty cents for them. It was a tral and Southern Dakota arrived at tho at first supposed that there bad been a
dark barn, and the owner couldn’t tell Union Depot.
waterspout or a dam-break, but filially
them from oats.
The car is an ordinary passenger coach, some one thought of the bath-roomand
“Of course the horses wouldn’t eat with tho seats removed and with shelves
rushed up and shut off the flood.— Adrian
any and the farmer would get scared encirclingthe interior. Tho outer sides of
because they had lost their appetites. the car are decorated with oil paiutiugs Record.
The old man had a mixture which he representing the Dakota harvest fields and
— E. Cotton still continues to buy ginrecommended in such cases, and which South Dakota landscape views. The ex- seng root, notwithstandingthe war in
hibits are from Clay, Union, Lincoln,
ho had sold at fifty cents a bottle. It
Yankton, Bon Homme, and other counties China, where it is. consigned, has
was harmless stuff, and was made by
in Dakota reached by the St. Paul Kail- had n depressing effect on its sale. Tbe
stirring up thistle tops or something of way. The car will go from Chicago to
Chinese look upon the root ns possessing
that sort, but it had a great reputation, Detroit, Buffalo, New England, and the
the
most extraordinary virtues, and as a
for the horses would be given a dose Canadas. After an absence of two mouths
before they started and another when in tho East, the car will be taken to New remedy for almost all diseases.It baa

The

DAKOTA’S EXHIBIT.

A

1

they got home, and having nothing kufc
shoe pegs all day, they were hungry

enongh to

eat their

own heads

off'

by

the time they got a taste of oats.”
“The ci edit ot the appetite was given
to the medicine of course,

and the

Orleans for exhibition at the World’s Fair.
The interior of the coach presented a
very attractive appearance. The roof was
tastefullytrimmed with flox, grasses and
grains, wrought into numerons designs
and artisticallyarranged. Right underneath the roof were eight or nine different
varieties of corn in the ear— yellow dent,

old
man got a big reputation as a horse
doctor and made a mint of money out yellow flint, white flint, strawberry,etc.
of his thistle-topsoup until the shoo
The white flint corn grows to the length of
peg business was discovered, when he 14 J inches. Below the corn display are
quit the livery business and went to tbe shelves containing specimensof Dakota
vegetables. There are sweet potatoes
driving stage.”
weighing three pounds, from Yankton;
Irish potatoes grown in Elk Point, Union
Color In the Depth of Ocean.
County; cucumbers, egg plant, water and
Prof. Verrill, of Yale College, commusk melens, squashes, beets, cabbage, and
menting upon the result of deep-sea
all kinds of fruit. A display is also made
dredging by the United States Fish of preserves from Sioux Falls, consistCommission, is convinced that light ing of plums, blackberries, raspberries,
of some kind, and in considerable gooseberries, currants. The vegetables,
amount, actually exist in the ocean botthem, are
montom, even when tbe latter is below 2,- strous size. Several of the beets weigh
000 fathoms. That this must be so is from 17 to 20 pounds, and are grown in
shown by the fact that fishes taken Brown County. On tho floor are sweet
pumpkins weighing 80 pounds, a waterfrom these great depths have well-demelon from Yankton weighing 32 pounds,
veloped eyes. It will bo remembered
and other samples of vegetables of far more
that in the Mammoth Cave in Ken- than the usual weight. The largest is a
tucky the fishes have no eyes, because squash, raised by O. V. Knowles,at Kamm,
there is no light, and the existence of Lincoln County. Its circumferenceis 8
the eye settles the question as to the ex- feet and 1 inch, and its weight 185 pounds.
istence of light. Then, again, the There are also samples of wheat, oats, rye,
presence of high colors in fishes shows barley,and flax, of superior quality. Tho
there is light at great depths. The spare room in the car is occupied by exbright lines on deep-sea fishes are hibits of bunch grass, 7 feet high, timothy
with heads 6 inches long, blue-joint grass
orange, red, or purple. Yellow, blue,
74 feet high, and red-top 5 feet nigh.
and greeu are rarely, if ever, met with. A show is also made of peanuts grown in
From this it is inferred that the sun- Yankton. They grow upon vines like polight penetratesns far as 3,000 fathoms tatoes, and are dug from the ground. There
in tho form of a soft sea-green halo. are specimensof Sionx Falls granite, very
The crimson and other high colors in hard, and capable of a fine polish, as
such a light would be inconspicuous, smooth as marble.
There also arrived at the Union Depot a
and would save the animal from its

many of

of

locomotive and tender, constructed entirely
the comof wheat, oats, and evergreen sprigs. The
pensationsof nature. The bright color
locomotive is eight feet in length,and every
that would expose the animal to the
feature of tho ordinary railway engine is
enemies that prey upon it on the land reproducedin miniature. The cowcatcher,
becomes its protection in the ocean bell, whistle, drive-wheels,steam-chest,
depths; hence tho brilliant coloring of piston-rods,headlight, and everything
the corals, sea-ferns, star-fish,and oth- else, are all there. The figures “39" are
er forms of Crustacea of the nether painted upon the headlight, denoting that
world of oc an —Di morest's Monthly, Dakota will be the thirty- ninth Htate when
admitted to the Union. Accom|>anyingthe
If one only wished to’be happy, this locomotiveis a baggage car and sleeper,
perfect in form, and constrncted of Dakota
could readily be accomplished; but we
grains and grasses.The whole is the work
wish to bo happier than our people,
of Wm. Sibben, of Aberdeen, and has ocand this is almost always difficult, for cupied his time for abont three weeks. It
vie believe others to be happier than is a very creditable display of ingenuity,
hey are. — Montesquieu.
taste, and patience.
natural

enemies. Such are

its weight in gold. Tbe
root grows in considerablequantitiesin

frequently brought

this part of the

country. The Indians are

the principalgatherers.It brings, delivered here, 30 cents a pound, and affords

handsome income to

a

the industrious.A

single Indian has sold as high as $60 worth
at a time.—

Ludinp /on Appeal.
Health In Michigan/

Reportato tbe State Board of Health, Lansino,
by observers In differentparts of tbe State

show

tbe diseases which caused most sickness In
Michigan during the week ending Oct 11, ISM,
ss follows.

Number of

observers heard from, 49:

Diseasesln Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.

Diarrhea ..................
Rheumatism ..............
alntermltteutfever ........
4|Neuralgla .................
6j Bronchitis ................
S: Dysentery ................
1!

2

7
R
0
10
11
12
la
14

Pulmonary consumption.
Remittent fever ..........
Cholera morbus ...........
Tonsilltls.................
Tyoho-malarlalfever.....
CholeraInfantum ........
Influenza .................
Erysipelas ................
Inflammationof kidneys.

16
1C Inflammation of bowels..
17 Typhoid forer (enterlo). .
U Pneumonia ...............
19 Diphtheria ................
90, Whooping cough .........
21 Inflammation of brain...
22 Measles ...................
WiBcarlet fever ..............
24 Membraneouscronp ......
25 (Puerperal fever ...........
26 Cerebro spinal meningitis
.

For the week ending Oct. 11 the reportsindicate that rheumatism, pneumonia, and inflammation of tbe brain increased, and that whoopIng-oongb,consumption,and intluciua decreasedin area of prevalence.
At the Btate capital the prevailingwinds
daring the week ending Oct. 11 were southwest; and, compared with tbe precedingweek.
temperature was lower, the relative and
the absolute humidity and the night ozone were
less, and tho day ozone more.
Inclndtng reimrts by regular observersand
others, diphtheriawas reponed present during
the week ending Oct. M. and since, at i2 phtctM,
namely: Detroit, East Saginaw, Gertield,Crand
Haven, Handy. Howard City, Houghton, Rabirauzoo,Leeianaw, Marcellas,Nortbport, Port
Austin; scarlet fever at 6 place*— Cadillac,
Detroit Grand Rapids, lahpcmlng, Kalamazoo
Vicg'burg; measles at 4 places— Cadillac, Detroit, Marcellos, and Whitehall.
ilEXBT ib Baked, Secretary.

»

WBR

vices.
Rev. J. H. Earsten

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
i

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

Saturday, October 25,
The

Hope Reformed
10:80 a. m., and

,84.

at 12

by

us through

Rev.

Churqjt—Services

m.

:80 p.

Visscher,

at

Sunday school

"The

self-destroy-

Third Reformed

Fruilgrow

m. Sunday

Rev.

Church—

tfroek, Paster. Services

2 p.

erf Association.

at

9

:30

School at 3:45 p. m.

New

First Church,

Orleans; I write at once,

me

Woodsmen.

at

Oak

Terms Moderate.
MRS. GEO. FOSTER,
Holland, Mich., Oct. 2, 1884.

Elm

Northwestern Sleigh Company,
fort

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

herold

e.

Milwaukee. These cutters for ease and com-

of

are superior,while in

Strength and Durability

your society furnish a collec- Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunthis purpose. Pending the issue day school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning,

Stave Bolts, 80 Inches long.

White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Reading Bolls 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or further informationapply to Fixter’s Slave Factory.

to ask that

tion for

"Why a

of the needful circular of instructions,1

\

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts
you can make and deliver the year
my home on Ninth street in the resround, viz:
idence of Rev. Chas. Scott, D. D.

made by the

the State commission to moke a collection court;” Afternoon, "The requisitesfor a
ef Michigan fruits for the coming winter religious profession. "
at

Farmers and

!

All those who desire to learn
music and especially those who
want to learn to play upon the piano or organ should apply to

CUTTERS

D.

and

a. m.,

Dear Sir:— Having been deputed by the Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30,
Morning, "A pious servant at a wicked
State Hort. Society, and also appointedby

exposition

FLIEMAN

J.

has in stock a number of the*

anthems by the choir. All are welcome.

Oct. 4th, '84.

/. MarsiljCi See'y Holland Colony

MUSIC TEACHER

The popular wagon manufacturer,

ciation,who requested its publication:

Sooth Bavrn, Mich.,

MRS. GEO. FOSTER,

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.

er." Congregational singing. Opening

President of our local Fruitgrowers’ Asso-

rWWMtffMiWrmWi

Thomas Walker Jones,

that saves;" Evening,

Arend

ser-

•*

Paster. Subjects: Morning, "The love

following correspondencehas been

received

m.

7

conduct the

(will

VH

'

great multitudeof men cannot

labels; and, if desired, competing for pre-

kingdom of God." Afternoon,
"The doom and tho blessing of the future." Evening, "Tho with man’s voice
speaking ass, the best explanation of

mium; while the whole will appear as

Balaam’s person.”

ED.

has just received a largo stock of the latest

the/ beat everything.Tho dash is a new device
which cannot be broken.

styles ef Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s

or to G.

Van

VER SCHURE,

Putten

&

Supt.

Sons’ store.

may say that each society or individual inherit the
collectionwill appear as a distinctexhibit,
with the address of the exhibitor upon the

state

a

exhibit. All needed freight charges

will be paid by the

commission. Circu-

attention to the matter

is

earnestly desired.

T. T. Lyon,
Collector

for the Commission,Prest. State

Hort. Society.

FARMERS

m. The

$3,000 are needed to

make up

the

and

m.

p.

Sunday school at 12 m.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening

0

at 7:30.

which

J

"u00

ics

number

of Christians,limited in

and in means, to give $27,000 in ninety
days, during

such

we have

dull limes as

had, and to do this, as a correspondentin-

forms us, "without diminishing our contributionsto the Boards of the Church and

Lorillard’i

Holland, Mioh., Oct.

AT

Lorillard’a

1

1

TV

j 1

1

know

J. FLIEMAN.
23, 1884.

Genuine Cyclone
CALL AND SEE US

for

for Poptfl2e’an(l we will
a royal,valuable box of

NO.

-

is

going on in the slock of

Dry Goods & Groceries,
at

EIGHTH STREET.

HEROLD

the sure of

W1H0FF,

B.

Women,

A PRIZE,

by

at

'

10,000 sold already. Postpaid only
Cents. Postal Note or 2ct. Stamps.

Drain Notice.

50

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

Y.

3m

GREAT

A

full

and complete line of

CROCKERY
always on hand.

Special $oticr$.

Removed.

The

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.

STOPPED FREE

NUNDA PUBLISHING

we

a

Snuffs

others.

notice ia hereby given that on the 27th
Ad- dayPnhllc
of October, A. D. 1884, at ten o'clock in the
the other departmentsof
College.”
dress
CO., N. forenoon, at the residenceof Richard Rolls, in
Mamlout SHCctu.
To those whose memory encompass twenthe township of Blendon in the county of Ottawa,
37
InsanePersons Restored
I will he present for the purpose of letting conty-five years it is a great encouragement
Dr.KLINB'S
tracts for the construction of a drain in said township, described- as lollows:Comjnencing at a
to
that
have churches in the
'.-^B,»n,*Nnv^D?5«SBE8L°R^2
point which bears north 45 degrees west from the
West able to give $27,000 as a special connortheast corner of the southeast of the southTreatise and fa trial IxKtlefree to
east of section 2*2 T. 6 N. R. 14 W. 45 rods 7
tributionto an educationalpurpose, and
it patients,
they paying eipresscharges on twx when
links, and runs first, N . 49 degrees, east 38 1-5
fccetred.
__ names.
______P. O and express address of
tceired. Stnd
I
rods; second, north 78# degrees,east 1611-5
afflicted to Dr.KLINE,
moved by such
purpose.
beginDruggist!. BEIYAKM
rods; third, south 16 degrees, east 39 1-5 rods;
ning of theological instruction is delayed
I have removed ray Millinery Store from fourth,south 88# degrees, east 110 2-5 rods: fifth,
12-ly
the
building on Eighth street, opposite south 79>i degrees, east 42 rods; sixth, south
until the three thousand dollars are ob*
Reidsema’s furniture store, to the Ailing degrees 10 min. east 26 3-5 tods, to a point 60 ror’e
east of the west line of section 24. This drain is to be G. J. VAN
tained. President Scott, of Hope College
W. VAN DER YEERB.
building on the corner of Seventh and ‘2 feet wide on the bottom with elope of sides at an
will be in
Brunswick to attend the River streets, and I invite all my custom- angle of 45 degrees, and at that time I will let conCentennial of the Theological Seminary ers to call and see me in my new quarters. tracts for the constructionof said drain in sections to the lowest responsible bidder or bidders,
next week, and will remain for a shor I have the largestand best stock of jpUJin- and I reserve the right lo reject any or all bids;
cry ever carried by
and a in prepared aiso take notice that I will then and there at the
time at the East. He will gladly receive
time of the letting of such contracts, be present
to sell at bottom figures.
to review all assessments ol benefits upon the
donations for theology at Holland.— CArt*
MRS. M. F.
lands upon which said drain is to be constructed
Holland, Mich., Oct. 23,
38-2t and assessed for the construction thereof.
tian Intelligencer.
*
Dated, blendon, this 14th day of October, A. D.

Hope

Famous

have been used for over 124 years, aud are sold to
a largerextent than ano
27-ly

done.

the working class. Send 10 cents
mall you /r«,
U \JJJU
sample goods
that will put you In the way of making more money in a few days than you ever
thoughtpossibleat any business.Capital not re4G,
quired. We will start you. You can work all the
time or in spara time only. The work is univerE.
sally adaptedto both sexes, young and old. You
can easily earn from 50 cents to |5 every evening
Holland,Mich., March 13, 1884.
That all who want work may test the business, wo
Ladies’ Medical Adviser.
make this unparelleledoffer;to all who are not
Send six cents for postage,
well satisfied wc will send SI to pay for the troible
A Complete Medical Work for
and receive free, a costly box
of writing ns. Full particulars, directions, etc.,
landsomely bound in cloth and illustrated. sent free. Fortunes will be made by those who
of goods which will help you
to more money right away
Tells how to prevent and cure all diseases give their whole time to the work. . Great success
anything else In this world. All, of either
of the sex,
a treatment
home. absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now. Ad- than
sex, succeed from first hour. The broad road to
dress Stinson & Co.. Portland. Maine.
Worth its weight in Gold to ever lady suffortune opens before the workers, absolutely sure.
At once address Tbui A Co., Augusta, Maiie.
fering from any of these diseases.Over
fj
ITI

Navy CUppings

take first rank as a solid durable smoking tobacco
wherever Introduced.

Repairing neatly and promptly

Bucklon’sArnica Salve.

-

body

is also made of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualitiesis second to none.

SHOES.

Call and,examineand give me a trial.

The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
noble liberality in contributing $27,000 in
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
a little more than three months. They Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positivehave made an almost supreme effort. y cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
They do net know where to look in the guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
West for the $3,000 still lacking. They
For sale by H. Walsh.
ask for eur help. They deserve it. It is

1

Leaf Fine Cat ToGROVER HAND SEWED LorlHard’s Rosebacco

I will sell at astonishingly low' prices in
order to make room for my fall itock.

theological instructionin connectionwith

Hope College at Holland. The Western
churches have certainly manifested a

tive

tobaccos.

and

ing, "If tho righteousis scarcelysaved,

$30,000 required for the fund to maintain what then?

no small matter which incites a conserva-

is the best f Is the purest; id
never adulterated with glucose, barytes, molasses,
or any deleteriousingredients,as is tho case with
many other
1

With Red Tin Tag,

George, Paster. Services at 10:30 a. m.,

and 7:30

arc the celebrated

OTHERS

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.

THAT

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.

COST.

wishing onythlngin my line can do no better than
by calling on me. I have a large stock of readymade work in

Subjects: Morning, "Gethsemane." Even-

Only

BOOTS & SHOES D0
among which

soon as issued; also ex- services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
planations when desired. Time is short, De Bruyn, pastor.
are being gathered ; hence early

Sleighs of Every Description

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p.

™LKN0W

also have a lot of

on hand which I propose to sell at

lars will be sent as

as fruits

I

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

W

DUREN,

Needle Gas Lamp.

New

City

me

Meat Market,

1

WHEELER,

1884.

In a recent Issue of the G.

we

noticed

a

R. Democrat

marriage notice of Mr.

Robert A. Ferral to Miss Minnie Minder-

VAN DUREN &C0., Props

Ladies’ and Gents’ cotton and woolen

Underwearin

hout. Miss Mindcrhout formerlyresided

D.

WILLIAM WILSON,

•

Township Drain Commissioner

endless quantity at

37-tf

1881.

BERTSCH’S.

for the townHaving lately rc-openedthe “City Meat Market’
ship of blendon In the county of Ottawa. 37-2t in the First Ward, wo kindly Invite the citizens
of this city to giyo us a “call.’’

Drain Notice.

For Sale.

Public notice is hereby given that on the 28th
The two-story dwelling bouse next west day of October, A. D. 1&}4, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, at the residence of Wilber C. Scott, in
of the Public School building. There is the township of Blendon andjthe county of Ottawa,
List of letters remaining in the postone full lot lacing on Tenth street and one- I will be present for the purpose of letting ceuoffice at Holland, Mich., Oct. 23, 1884: half lot facing on Eleventh street. The tractsfor the construction of a drain in said township, describedas follows: Commencing at a
Miss Gertie Edgcomb, Perry Fox, Miss price asked is $900, part cash, and the point 17# feet east of the # port on the west line
balance in one year. For further infur- of section25, T. 8 N. R. 14 VV. and rnns first north
Jessie Sollen and E. H. Swarls,
parallel with the west line of section25, 7 86-100
matton apply
Isaac Fairbanks.
chains; second, south 87# degrees, wests chains;
Wm. Verbeek, P.
37-4t. third, north 71 degrees, west 5 chains; fourth,
norths degrees v east 11.5 chains; fifth, north 1 deMarried:— By Rev. D. Brtek, October
Blaine baa
and gone and the gree, west 18 chains; sixth, south 8 degrees, east,
2.13 chains; seventh, north 1 degree, west 5.55
22, 1884, at the parsonage of the Third people of this localityhave been satisfied.
chains; eighth, north 30# degrees, east 9 chains;
Call at
store and be convinced that ninth, north 62# degrees, east, 2.83 chains;
Reformed Church, Mr. Aalt Riksen, to
stock ef Fall Dress Goods is the tenth, north 29 degrees, east 18 chains. This
Miss Maatje Mastenbroek,
at the largrst and best ever received in this city. drain is to be 18 inches wide on the bottom and
the sides slope at an angle of 45 degrees. And at
tame time and place, Mr. Hendrlkus Rik- A full assortment of the celebrated James- that time 1 will let contracts for the construction
stock of of said drain In sections to the lowest responsible
een to Miss Wupke
der Vennen, all town Dress Goods ii among
bidder or bidders,and I reserve the right to reject
goods,
any or all bids; also Uke notice that I will then
of Holland,Mich.
D.
and there at the time of the letting of such contracts, be present to review all assessments of
benefitsupon the lands npon which said drain Is
The followingtaken from an exchange
FITS:
Fits stopped free
Dr. to be constructed and aasessed for the construcit a very sensible article:"It Is the expertion thereof.
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer.
fits
ience of every newspaper
to meet after first day’s use. Marvelous cares. ^Dated, Blendcn, this 14th day of October1 A. D.

These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge.

We

Intend to keep our market supplied with the
best and choicest meats that.can he Procured.

B.

in this city.

to

M.

Holland, June

14,

WYNHOFF.

1883.

Wo make

and can assure onr patrons that the Latd pnr
chased of us, is perfectly pure and of fine quality.
G. J.

Holland, Mich., Feb.

15,

VAN DUREN

W. VORST,
Tho North River Street

& CO.

1883.

2—

come

my

my

and

my

Van

87-tf

BERTSCH.

AH

by

No

man

with people who imagine that if they with- Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits
draw their little support the whole force, cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St.,

from the editor to the "devil,”

will fall at

Phila.,

their feet and beg them to have mercy on

Pa.

and continue their sub-

We

oil.

few years experience can’t be chocked off

with

a little gall

er, disganntled

from some chronic kick-

soreheadedcroaker or an

gry subscriber.He has

to

of

Teachers.
is

Office

of the Sec. of Board of School Examiners of Ottawa County.
Nunica,Mich.. July 22, 1884. ,

n

still alive,

and Is ready to make yon a good

COAT, PANTS,

OR VEST,

The Board of School Examinersof Ottawa
Connty purpose meeting as follows for the examination of applicantafor a teacher’s certificate: or to clean and renovate yonr old and soiled
garments.
. 1884, at school house, Zeeland; Angnkt
27, at court house, Grand Haven; October 8, high
school room, Coopersville: Oct. 31, court house.
Grand Haven. Each session Is to commenceat 9
o’clock a. m. Candidatesare required to pass an
examinationin addition to other branches prescribed,In effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants and at reasonable prices. Come and convince
and parcotica on the human system.
yourself.
By order of Board of Examiners.
WILLIAM WILSON,
A.
W.
TAYLOR,
Sec.
Township Drain Commlsaioner, for the TownHolland, Mich., Feb. 29. 1884
4tf
ship of Blendon, In the connty of Ottawa. 87-2t

Repairing done Neatly!

.

BOOKLBIJXTlJXJXrO-

12-ly

guarantee that the Sherwin-Williams Prepared Paint when properly used
scription,Did any- one ever hear of a
will not crack, flake or chalk off, and will
newspaper being snowed under by the cover more surface, work better, wear
frail efforts of a few poor human beings? longer and permanentlylook better, than
Not if it hai the right kind of stuff in the any other paint, including white lead and
Kremkrs & Bangs.
chair. A newspaper man, if he has had a
their helplessness

Examination

!

GEO. I. McCLURE.
Dealer In-

Orders for the
office of the

Sewing Machines,

ALLEGAN BINDERY may

Holland City

Magazine and. and

all

News.

be left at the

,

periodical work a

specialty. ^

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

If you wish a bargain in Paints, White
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White
wash brushes, call at
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula & Erysipelas.

Krrmrrs & Bang*.

contend wiib

and acquired cuasedness of
Mankind every week of his life, and you
may bet your beautiful dollars that he is
Administrator'sSale.
the "toughest mao in the country,”when
In th# matter of the ertato of Henry Nlemeyen
it comes to a square push for standing
neceatcd. Notice la hereby given that I .hall aed
room. An editor usually his the greatest at public auction, to the highest bidder, on
respect for the man who requests his paper
MoMf, tie RtliDarofDeceilicr.A.D.
1884,
all the natural

it is none of his business at two o'clock In the afternoon, at the Phoenix
PlaningMill in the city of Rnlland.in the county of
stopped, if he does not Ottawa,in the state of Michigan,pursuant to liinsinuate at the same time that bis support cense and authority granted to m<*ou the sixth day
of October, A. D. 18ei, by tho ProbateConn of
Is the life of the enterpriseand he expects Ottawa County,Michigan, all of the estate, right,
title and Interestof the said deceased of, iu and to
to hearef & funeral. That always makes
situatedand being In the connty of
a plucky editor mad, and it ought to. He Ottawa, in the atato of Michigan,known and dcBcrlhedas follows to wit: Commencing at the
should rise up and everlastingly wipe the sonth quarter poet ol section thirty (30) in township five (ft) north of range fifteen(Ifti west, and
wall with such a man and then give him
runningthence east along the south line of raid
section, thlrtv-flve(35) chains and flftv-four(54)
hall Columbia in the very next issue.”
links, runningthence north to Black Lake, thence
westerly along tho « arer's edge of said lake to the

FOSTER, IflLBUBN

1884.

FALL AND

St

CO., Proprietors, Buffalo.New York.

WINTER. 1884

to be stopped and

why he wants

Jfveal

ChuroR Item* with the

Services for

To-auorrow.
First Ref.
Steffens,

Church, Rev.

N. M.

Services at 9:30 a. m.,

p.m.
School 3:30. Weekly
prayer roeetlns with the Third Reformed CUuroii. on Thursday, at 7:30.

and

2

Millinery and Fancy Goods.

it

The only reed instrument made having
the patent Qualifying tubes, giving the
nearest approach in tone to that of the
pipe organ.

White Sewing Machine!
The Beet in the World!
Every Machine, warranted for five years

north and south quarter line of section thirty, (801
thence south along said quarter line to the quarter
post, the place of beginning,containingsix and
A full line of sewing machine merchanthree-fourths(8#) acres of laud, more or less, said
dise constantly on hand.
land being situated in the city of Holland, connty
ofottnwa and State of Michigan; also the west
one half of lot three (8) in block
>cfi aft
flftVthree(58'ln
t
the
Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices
city of Holland, county of Ottawa and state of and terms before purchasingelsewhere.
M'ehlgan.
GEO. T. McULURK,
Dated, Holland, Oct. 16, 1864.
Cor. of Eighth and River streets,
38-a ivEANDiutt JS. WEkKaiaN, Adminltdator.
Holland Mich

17-ly

BONNETS, HATS, CAPS.
PLUMES, TIPS, POMPONS, FANCY FEATHERS, VELVETS,
PLUSHES, SATIN, SILK, CRAPE, VEILINGS. RIBBONS,
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS,
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOOljS, HAND-

MADE

HOODS, ZEPHYR, SAXONY
YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC.

INFANT’S OTOAKS A SPECIALTY.

L.

& S. VAJN

eighth: street.

DmHOLEAKTO

DAI

a

/

Bolks, of Orange City,

A. 8.

la.

Beautifulsnow

Mb. and Mbs.

time has nrrifed.

ville, called

Duck

on

J. C.

us last

Don’t

, li

next

visitingin this locality.

Dekb

\ 1

Saturday.

-

4

i

A. Nyland, of

Brand* ad varttMd aa absolutely pur*

this city, is pursuing his

COITTJkJUr

J.

THK

Ttpi

this city this year.

Plata a oan top down on a hot atova until haated. than
raraoratha oorar and (mall. A chemist wlU not ba ra»
tulrad to da tact tha praaanoa of ammonia.

Merchant

***’

—

Only one more week and the

a close.

“circus”

Hon. C.

expected in this
will be ended.

column

all

the electors of

is

All

the presidential banners stretched

ike cold this

not be too fast about
price.

New

We

W. Hopkins, goes

If the horses

in a sling, the result

Bay City, June 24 and 25

held

last.

nal service

man

at

week longer, the

DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.

flies

ITS

from

a

Waupun,- Wta
Last Wednesday it snowed

for

the

first

__

Mrs. M. F. Wheeler has moved her

“Brusse” the

her parents

__

tailor

to

PRICE BAKING POWDER

at

hu

crust of the “beautiful.”

Examine our Qoods before purchasCO.,

ing elsewhere.

MAKKBS OV
Dr, Price’s Social Flavoring Eitracts,

Holland, Mich., April 23, 18M. W’

Iks atroa«eet,BM4 tUllcioaisad aster* I Saver knew*, tad

Rev. J. Rice

suit of clothes,

Taylor will preach

For Light, Healthy Bread, The Best Dry
' Yeast In the World.

•

Hop

in

at the

usual hours.^

E are requested to state that the Cleve-

sample land and Hendricks Club of this city will Mr. Taylor was formerly pastor of the
room, and will shave and cut hair for all meet at their rooms at 5 o’clock sharp to- Church and has not been in this city for
some time. We bespeak for him a large
who desire to patronize him.
day. A goad attendanceis requested.
congregation of his former parishioners at
G. Vissers, editor ot De Standard, will
The Chicago and West Mich, R’y ad- the services to-morrow.

has placed

II«

2.

«T. LOUIE.

P-i

CD

UU1

unit IULTN

Comstock a “boost” at the same time.

The Tenth

fix their rates, are they

The Cleveland and Hendricks Club
this city expect to go

af

te the mass meeting

and barbecue at Grand Rapids to-day.
Hon. George H, Pendleton,Gen. W. 8.
Rosecrans and possinly Hon. Thomas A.

not?

street contractorsfor the

®

two

and

feet

Montague had a $75,000
Grand Haven is to have a

rink costing $3,000; Manistee has an inex- state board of visitors to Hope College, dressed, in the Holland language, between
hanstible supply of the best limestone; for the academic year of 1884-5, Prof. E. four and five hundred people at Lyceum
and Holland has the best drilledcampaign B. Fairfield,of Grand Haven, chairman; Hall. The first speaker, Mr. Van Loo,

Rev. Peter Moerdyk, of Grand Rapids;

plubs in Western Michigan.

and Hon. Jas. W. Hine, of Lowell.

handled the tariff question

in

a very able

[ALL 1

Last Saturday, Frank, a ten-year-old
D. Bertsch, our dry goods merchant, sion previous to tho meeting consisted of
of Mr. R. Van den Berge, while out
Gee’s brass band and the Blaine and Loin the woods after beach nuts, fell from a has received a very fine stock of ladies
gan Club of this city. The procession, altree and broke one of his legs. He was Cloaks, Dolmans, and Circularsand inthough not half as large as usual, was
taken home and Dr. Best called/ who re- vites the attention of the ladies of this city
handled in a masterly manner by Captain
duced the fracture and made the littlesuf- and vicinity to them. He has got the
latest styles and will be sure to please

you. JjrKramer and presented

a

floe

raised at Kalama-

if not better, than that

zoo. We have

ground adapted

plenty of

)hurcb, for the excellent music which she
sndered on the occasion.

know

made

it could not be

no reason why

of

much of

as

a

industry here as at Kalamazoo.

Our

1884, coal heat-

among

the whole

category of stoves. The only place to obtain these celebratedstoves in this city,
is at the

Sons,

hardware store of R. Kanters &

who have a

full line

and wood stoves and

of both coal

are selling them at

the lowest possible prices. We advise all
oar readers to call on thorn when desiring to
purchase a

good

and you can, by
they have

on

article

the vast

for

money,

assortmentwhich

hand, find

and you can be sure

little

what you want,

that

you are getting

just what you pay for. After reading their

new advertisement in Ibis

issue give

them

a call.

We have

printed the brief this week for

the respondents,the “majority,” in the

famous “church suit.” The matter

is

a

Saturday night, at about 11

Cft

©

Tarn.

is claimed, for ease

and comfort,

strength and durability,cannot be best by

any cutter in the market. Mr. Flieman

and

a neighbor,

ately

home.

E

H
GROCERIES l

STEKETEE
1884.

performed

now Grand

will sell his

of

Rapids, assisted by Rev. T. W.

B. Looyengoed, immedi-
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SEARS,

L. C.

dealer Un

Fresh

t

Meats

Salt

^TCITTOlSr,
IFOH/K,

and

LAH/D,
always 00 band-

stock of

—

John,

.
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Spectacles!
SILVEBWA.EE

for St.
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knocked at the bedroom

and would vote
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Court by information Jones, pastor of the church. Although window of the old couple, exclaiming,
in the nature of a quo warranto filed the evening was a stormy one the building “Lome, boys, it’s four o’clock, time to get
up.1’ This amused them and they gave
against the consistory of the church. The was filled with a large number of the
is unsurpassedin this city.
the alarm, while the drunken individual
friends
of
the
contracting
pmies.
The
case will be reached by Tuesday of next
week. The matter now before the court bride was dressed in white and presented went to the rear of the building and
Particular attention is called to the fact
gained admission by climbing through that all ray goods are first-class and are
is upon the demurrer filed by the respon- a beautiful appearance. Miss Reka Boone
dents. In case this detnnrreris sustained presided at the organ and rendered the ope of the windows, with the ahflxe Jesuit sold at low prices.
“Wedding March,” In an excellent mao- Ik was also learned that the man causing
it ends the matter. If over-ruled by the
court the “minority” will be required to ner. After the ceremony a large number Hi I this disturbance was none other than Come In and toe mjr Stock. Watokea
e of Muskegon’s business men, and on
plead to the informationwhich involves a of the friends ot the parties called upon
and Clooka repaired on
is settling all the damages be was re
the
bride
at
the
residence
of
Mr.
H.
D.
trial on the merits. Messrs, stone &
short notioo.
asedjjfc sadder and undoubtedly a wiser
Hyde, of Grand Rapids, are the attorneys Post* where an informal reception was
for the “minority” and W. B. Williams, held. Mr. and Mrs. Dutton left the city man. He said, after nil had been settled, NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH.
of Allegan, and J. C. Post of tl is city for on Thursday for their new home at Macon that be was from this time on, a prohiH. WYKHUYSEN.
bitionist,

M.

CD

^ cd

rushed into the house and came up-

drunk and bad wandered into the Krais-

F1-

rt-(JQ

<0

H. WYKHUYSEN,

Their son, John,

My

Michigan.

e*

a

goods at on

by Rev. Peter Moerdyk

S’

P-

& BOS.

C.
2,

®

Cfi

Mp ^H- g°

superior stock of Canned Goods.

Holland.Oct.

a

CD

A

a man aimlessly wandering about the
apartments.
John, with a revolver
cost. He has a quantity of custom made
work, such a wagons, buggies,trucks, cocked under the thief’s nose, demanded
cutters and sleighs, which he will sell re- that the Intruder halt, which be did, and
gardless of cost, in order to make room was Knocked down by a trip hammer Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
for new stock. Every person who de- blow from the fist of the younger Kruislnsires to obtain good bargains in his line ga. Having stretched him out on the floor,
Ladies’ and Gents’ lockets,
should call early and examine his wares. John seated himself on the prostrate body
Silverware, Platedware,
of the man, while the neighbor pjumThe marriageof Miss Mary Post of lhirx meled bis head until the victim begged
Jewelry and Clocks.
city and Rev. Charles S. Dutton of Macon, for mercy, which was shown him, and be
Michigan, took place at Hope Church, on was banded over to the marshal who
Wednesday evening. The church was ^‘cooped” him in the lock-up, where be
I also keep on hand a full line ef
beautifully decoratedwith flowers, for the ijcmaineduniil morning. Upon investioccasion.The marriage services were gation it was found that the man was

means business and

E
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have la stock constantly

the residence of the old gentleman Kruis-

front of their

*

5

so cr1

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

before the Supreme

the “majority.”

&
CO
o
3

is

it

5.

elsewhere.

one manufactured by the North- and “murder I” which proceeded from
western Sleigh Co., of Milwaukee. This the throats of the old couple who were In

ing stove is as near perfection in heating cutter,
stoves as-can be found

enterprising wagon maker, J. Flie-

Q

Examine oar prices and goods before purchasing

man, advertises in this issue that he has a inga on Eighth street, were aroused and
alarmed by cries of “thieves! burglars! ”
full stock of cutters and sleighs, among
which

The “Crown Jewel,”

last

and

^4^

M
Oft3*2.5-^
^

cannot be boat in this city.

o’clock, the people of the first ward, near

to the successful growing of this popular
“relish,” and wo
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FLANNELS.
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CASHMERES,
WOOLEN GOODS.
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DELAINES.
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WINTER GOODS

GINGHAMS

A fusion political meeting was held in
R. W. Duncan, of Grand Haven, dem- them.
Grand
Haven last Monday night, and the
ocratic candidate for judge o? probate,
Isaac Fairbanks, Jr., has been ap Cleveland and Hendricksclub of this
was in this city last Thursday, looking afpointed a member of the Ottawa county city were invited. At half past two
ter his political interests. Mr. Duncan
committee of the Union party. The com- o’clock in the afternoon tho idea of going
has been a resident of this county for
mittee have nominated for representative was given up by the club, on account of
thirty years, and if elected, would un
for the first district,Thomas J. Boggs; no railroad facilities for arriving home tho
doubtedlymake a capital judge.
for coroner, George Osborne, In addition same evening. At a few minutes of three,
TiiE pupils of our public schools are to the nominations previouslymade and however, a dispatch came from Muskemaking excellent progress in the musical ioted in the News.
gon saying that a special freight would
line. Hereafter Prof. Shepard will give
leave that place for this city at ten
Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Post desire to
instruction in the schools on Wednesday
o’clock'. This aflorded the club just the
ank the kind friends who afforded them
forenoons, and to the teachers at the close
opportunity they wanted, and at five, fully
uch a pleasant surpriseby the tasteful
of the afterpoon session. Patrons of the
one hundred men in uniform took the
anner with which they decorated Hope
school are cordially invited te call and
train for Grand Haven. The “boys” conChurch with beautiful plants,flowers and
hear the little folks sing.
ducted themselves in an orderly and genautumn leaves for the occasion of the martlemanlymanner, and in marching and
This week we receiveda lot of celer, riage of their daughter Mary to Rev.
appearance "took the tuck” all out of the
raised in, this localityby Mr. Geo. H. Sou-Icharles S. Dutton. And they also thank
people at the county seat.
ter. It was excellent,being fully aa good, Liss Reka Boone, Organist of Hope
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Call at his place of business and examine
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have Just received a lull line of

and forcibleway. The torchlight proces-
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Last Thursday evening Hon. C. Va Chicago, III.
' Hon. H. R. Gass, state superintendent
fire last week;
Loo and candidate for member of the
roller skating of public instruction,has appointedas the
State Legislature, G. J. Diekema, ad-

m
I

<*•

Tho host dry bop yeast In tho world. Bread
A double-headedstalk of winter whea
graveling of the street have thirty-eight grew on John Zwemer’s farm in Lakeratted
by thU yeast to ItahL white and wholeHendricks and Gen. Bragg will be present
teams employed in hauling gravel. At town this fall, the seed sowing itself at and address the gathering. The demo- gome like our grandmother’! deHotom bread.
the present way work is being pushed the harvest time. One head ripeied a little Icrats expect to make this meeting the larg«R00LR.?J5E.FH.THI,fc
job will be completed by the tenth of next in advance of the other, The stalk waal cat ever held in Western Michigan.

month.

2 ^
3

^

^

W9

this city next

vrcS g"

o

w

a chair in the City Hotel

week on the politi- vertisehalf fare rates to the democratic
cal questions of the day from a demo- meeting at Grand Rapids to-day. The
cratic standpoint. He will give Mr. company is rather partial in the way they
speak ia

CHICAGO.

Grace EpiscopalChurch to-morrow, both

morning and evening,

W

iSly***’

B

Dime

Dr. Prles’s Lupulin Yeast

before and invitesher friends ta call.

fine

don’t fail to give him a call.

ward barber, W. Baumgartel,

first

a

bo sold at bottom prices.

will

FOR SALE BY GROCERS.

desire an overcoat or

READY-MADE CLOTHING

Our large sUck of

streets. Mrs, Wheeler says that she has a
larger and finer stock of goods than ever

has a very

QCKBTlONlt.

THE TEST OF THE OVEN.

sig-

Grand Haven.

two months’ visit

HIUTUnUIBSSHAS NEVER BKU

In • million homM for a quarter of a century II
stood the coniumera’ reliable toil,

The frequent occurrence of suicides is a
millinery stock from the buildingnext to
Mrs. G. Van Schelven and children
sad comment on human life. This subDe Vries’ harness shop to Ailing’s buildreturned home last Thursday morning,
ject will be discussed at Hope Church
ing on the corner of Seventh and River
next Sunday evening.

GIVE ME A CALL.

to keep their

the time announced by the

later than

recreation.

have Just boon received and all who desire a good
CUSTOM-MADE suit of Clothes will do well to

at

Market-day at Zeeland, on Wednesday, Nov.5. Market in this city is generIt Is about time our skating rink was
will manage te disappear.
ally in the next or followingweek, which
opened. Our young people are beginning
The
blizzard arrived twenty-fourhours would be on November 12.
to get anxious for this fine and fashionable
tails going- about one

SUITIlTa-S

have received a pamphlet contain-

Association at its last meeting,

Buffalo.

can manage

of

lino line

ing the proceedings of the Michigan fiess

bringing forty cents per bushel

in Ohio.

A largo and very

part of her deck load.

week.

around with his arm
of a fall at

NECKWEA.R, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

The Nem- Journal says that the schr.
Wollln, of this city, got into port at Grand
Haven last Wednesday, after having lost

across Eighth street were taken in out of

Conducter Geo.

a low

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

this

Auk Ledeboer,well known in this city,
was recently married at Grand Rapids to
Mis i Lillie Renwick of that place.

Clothing,

last

Wednesday.

need that little amount that is our due, so
please pay up.

selling their potatoes at

Ready-Made

Comstock, Mr. D. Schraam,

of De Standard, were in the city

coming on and we

city.

Farmers should

C.

and Mr. G. Vissers, proprietor and editor

Friends, winter

Tailor,

and dealer in

Indianapolis, Ind.

The campaign is drawing to

regi^r.

election notice in another

The

BOSMAN,

W-

I

medical studies at a medical college at

city last Thursday but failed to appear.

are

m
'W

101 BMI1 POWDER TO-DAI!

to-day is Registration

Mack Walkbb was

should be read by

TEST

‘

Mr. and Mrs. R. Kanters returned
home from the East last Wednesday.

Holmes, of Penn-

are *uite plentiful in the “big

marsh” north of

One week from
Day. Don’t fail t#

They

name

hunters are numerous but ducks

are scarce.

Tue

neglect registeringyour

Saturday.

‘Holland, Mich., Oct.

24,

1832.

14-1

Fish, Poultry and

Game

In their season.

the Finest Dried Sul in this

Yukt,

Meat delivered to any part

of tka

I

tan

City free of okarge.

GIVE ME A CALL!
L.C.
Holland, Apr.

3,

wKyf
48-ly

,5^
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“No, no, doctor,” replied John*, very
neath the window, and his weight
hastily, and,
that he had seen what she had been do- ng upon it sideways had upturned it. humbly. “You needn’t trouble. If you
: A Talk with an Old Traveler in 8 oath
ing, she became very red.
could Gonaiderably shaken and confnsedby don't object, FU stop here for the rest
America.
not help connecting this fact and her the fall, he arose, and listened to hear of the night.”— Xondon Truth.
“Do you agree with other author^
previous behavior in some way or other if the noise had disturbedthe inmates.
ties that the terror caused by earth-;
How to Starch and Iron.
with her acquaintancewith Dr. Skel- Apparently it had not, for he conld
quakes is steadily augmented in proEvery housekeeper knows the diffiton ; but he left without saying any- hear no footsteps. To make sure that

turned round
BT EUGENE FIELD.

Diis»Wsasa.M«.
With
and
eyes
atolid face

firelo-a

The Spins in somber grandeur

stands.

’Within that doleful desert place,
press’d.
By desolation's doom oppress’
So sweet emotion thrillsher breast—
3fo smile illumes the Sphinx's face.

They fray that m&nv years ago
A Roman pnetor left his home.
Resolved to go from Rome to roam—
A Roman roamin'to and fro.

He

thing about it.
All the way to

Goodwood, however

he continued to think of what he had
noticed— much more of it than of the
races he was going to see. Again and

no one should leave the house before
he got out of the kitchen he hurriedly
groped his way through the kitchen to
the door, and through the door to the
bottom of the stairs. The fall seemed
to incease the effect of the drink he
had taken, for, in spite of all his efforts
to go quietly and cautiously,at every
step he collided against something or
other. Getting up stairs gave him still

portion to the

number of shocks ex-

culty of starching and ironing shirt boperienced?B
soms, colars, and onffs satisfactorily. “Undoubtedly!It is
When done at • lanndry they have a

a fear that
grows by what it feeds on. When you
actually experience the sensation
caused by an earthquake, and nothing
else, it is not alone the awful sense of
the instability of the earth that demoralizes and appalls you. The frightful
cipriciousness and uncertainty as to
the result adds to this sense. It may
mean only an inconsequential shiver,
or the whole bottom of the earth may
be about to fall out, you can’t tell
which. If we should become subject
to earthquakes hereabouts, it would be
some consolationif we conld only have
a range of volcanic mountains, such as
border most earthquake countries,to

glossy finish which both improves their
appearance, and prevents their getting
This pnetor happened, so they say.
soiled readily. To give a flue gloss to
again he tried with all his power to disTo meet a humorist,whose name
linen a good quality of staroh must be
miss the whole affair from his mind,
Was heraldedon wings o fame
used. It is best to get it by the box of
but he could not. Do as he would, it
Through Boston, leagues and leagues away.
six pounds or more, os it comes cheaper
and the disagreeablesuspicions it had
They roamed together far and widoand is always at hand. The empty box
given birth to would mingle themThc prmtor and the Boston wit—
Till finally one night thev lit
is useful for other purposes. I have
selves with his thonghts. He cast about more difficulty.
(f In Egypt by the Sphinx's side.
At length he reached the lobby of read of many additions to starch to
in every direction for any likely and
""Sow tell me, ere we go to bed
innocent cause for his wife’s conduct, the first floor. He stole as noiselessly give a gloss, snch as white wax, sperWii hin our tents, some fnnny tale—
With humorous anecdote regale
but could find none. The more he as possible to the drawing-roomdoor, maceti and gum arabio, and have tried
My jaded soul,’’ the proctor said.
sai
thought of it, the more convinced he be- and listened earnestlv if he could hear them all, bnt find them to no advantThe Sphinx was th n as fair a bit
came that the only possible explanation any noise within. There was none ; but age if good starch is used. Gum arabio
Of lemale flesh as* yon could find,
of it lay in her relations with the young the room was still lighted. He felt now with cold starch sometimes makes the
And, womanlike, she had a mind
and handsome physician. Before he in an awkward position. He began to linen stiff. Mix the quantity of starch
For stories that partook of wit.
€be, therefore, smiling bent her ear
reached the coarse his suspicions had doubt if his suspicions were, after all, required with cold water to about the signal or quiet our fears.
To hear the Massachusetts joke
well founded. If they were he would consistencyof thin cream, then pour
hardened into absolute convictions.
The famons Boston humorist spoke
“The expression, ‘Thank Heaven, the
Fnto the proetor,listening near.
John’s jolly friends soon discovered know how to act; but if, as now seemed on boiling water and stir briskly.
mountains are smoking 1’ is an oft-rethat John himself was anything bnt likely, they were not, how could he ex- Make qnite thick and keep over a good
What was the J( ke. we do not knowpeated one in the western trend of the
The ancient hlst'rles
do not state,
jolly. He did his best to participate plain to his wife his present position fire, stirring all the time. Boil until
hl
Cordilleras. It has grown out of tbe
Sor legeudaiylore relate,
and
condition?
While
he
stood
hesiclear, and for some minutes longer, to
in their gayety, bit with little success.
general impression there that when
Nor hiei i glyphic tablets show;
He pretended to take an interest in the tating what to do, the door of the room be sure it is well cooked (some think
Hut Hince the Boston wii beguiled
the volcanoes are active a relief is afThe Roman pnotor with the joke
races, but all the time his mind was was suddenly flung violently open, and a little lard or butter added prevents
forded the pent-up flerv sources, whose
Which, centuries ago, was spoke—
full of the gloomy suspicions about his Dr. Skelton sprang upon him. Had tbe iron from sticking). As soon as it
The haplessSphinx has never smiled,
violent efforts for deinverance would
—Chicago Newt.
wife, which would, in spite of all he John been prepared for such an en- cooled enough not to burn the hands,
otherwise cause the dreaded terramote
could do, obtrude themselvesupon him. counter,he would probably have been take the linen, previously well washed that has so often proved the destruoTo get the better of them he bet heavi- more than a match for the doctor ; but and rinsed, and with the fingers rub the tion of cities, the destruction of popuUnfortunate Goodwood. ly
and drank copiously. But in the he was taken by surprise. Neverthe- starch well into it, and slap together. lous districts, and
incalculable
preoccupation
of his mind he forgot less, he made a strong resistance. He Continue this until the Imen has taken
Mr. John Gamble, of No. 4 Montsource of suffering and death.”
morency terrace,Bnrgewostown, had discretion in his betting and lost more struggled fiercely and desperately;but all the starch it will hold. Then
“Were some of yonr earthquake .excouldn’tfor a moment hold his own. smooth with the fingers carefully, tak•deceivedhis wife. When ho told her than a man in his position conld well
periences of an interesting nature ?”
that he had to leave town on important afford; and the champagne, instead of He felt the contest was going against ing out all the wrinkles; with a clean,
“I should say so, and decidedly tickhim; but just as ho raised his voice for damp cloth remove all the specks of
business,and would not be back until making him gay, made him quarrelsome.
lish to book The winter and summer
the next day, he really was going to Over one bet he had a bitter and pro- help, his antagonist lifted him bodily starch from the smooth surface, I spent in Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,
Goodwood with a few jolly fellows, longed dispute with his oldest and from the ground, and threw him head- and hang up to dry where no par- and Chili were distinguished by frewith whom he intended afterward to dearest friend, Matt Owen, which seemed long down the stairs. He fell on the ticles of dirt aro floating. If hung out quent earth tremors, though not Aig•pend a bachelor evening. His wife likely to end in a complete breach landing with terrible force, and at once of doo^s, when the wind blows, it will nalized by any great local shook, such
take out a part of the starch. When
waa usually annoyed when important and which was only settled with much became unconscious.
destroyed Mendoza, with two-thirds
How long it was before he recover- dry immerse the linen quickly in hot as
business called John away— which it in- trouble by the strenuous exertions of
of its inhabitants, a few years previousvariably did about the timo of the their common friends. At last the ed consciousness John could not tell. water, and roll up quickly in a clean, ly, or by any disastrous,long-rolling,
When he did, however, he found him- dry cloth. Usually it will be ready to
great race meetings— but on this occa- races were over, and John was heartily
subterranean and submarine wave, such
self lying half-stripped in bed, and cov- iron in from ten to fifteenminutes.
*»on she did not seem to be particularly glad of it, for he had never spent a more
as, later, and even so recentlyas 1877,
ered with bruises and wounds. At first
Some dip the linen, when dry, in cold
miserable day in his existence.
upset.
swept the Pacific Coast, wiping out
He returned with the others to town, he could not comprehend how he came water, containinga little starch dis- Concepcion, Talcahuana, and other
“And you’ll not be able to be back
and although all day his gloomy spirits there. The shock of the fall had driv- solved, and then roll up. This requires minor Chilian ports, by the overbrimto-night?” she asked.
and bad temper had made him little en all the events of the night out of his time for the articles to become dry ming of the sea water, as so many
“No, my dear,” replied John.
head. He lay for a time wondering at enough to iron well When a colar, for
“Can't yon possibly manage it?” she less than an intolerable nuisance to the
pictured towns might be sponged from
his position, and trying to remember instance, is ready to iron, lay a clean
rest
of
the
company,
they
expected
he
inquired.
a schoolboy’s slate, landing an Ameriwhat had happened, but in vain. At cloth over the cover of the ironing
“No, my dear, it is impossible. But would be himself once again at supper,
can man-of-war high and dry at Callao,
since there was no place where, as a rule, length, through the haziness which still board, and place on it the colar with, i which was also greatly damaged, and
why do yon ask ?*’
obscured his vision, he saw the face of outside down, and apply the iron,
J
“Oh,” said she, in a tone of regret, John Gamble showed with so much
Dr.
Skelton
bending
over
him.
The
too
hot,
lifting
the
collar
np
every
time
,
6 wh°sl>
which he easily saw was only meant to advantage as at table. But they were
sight of it brought back everything to the iron passes over it, to allow the i
“r»“lhe
doomed
to
disappointment
At
supper
hide her pleasure, “I don’t like you
submergingislands,clamoring at the
his mind. He gazed on him with loath- steam to escape, and to prevent its
•looping away from home. If you John behaved much as he had done on
portals of remote harbors, and expending, and then, turning his eyes away, sticking to the cloth. While yet damp,
could only get back, I shouldn’t mind the course. He remained silent and
ing its dying heart-break u|)on the
he thought with agony of his lost wife turn the collar inside up and iron once
how late it. was; I would wait up for gloomy, never opening his mouth exheadlands of China and Japan. The
and
the
children
she
had
disgraced:
or
twice,
or
until
nearly
dry
(bearing
in
cept to lake brandy or champagne, or
von#
shock felt here on the 10th was no more
Dr. Skelton interruptedhis thoughts.
mind not to have the iron too hot)
“Jt would be no use,” answered John. to contradict somo of his neighbors.
“How do you feel now, Mr. Gamble?” when removed to a bosom board, made than a flea bite to what I felt in South
*1 am certain to be detained over When at length, late in the evening, he
America. Yet, for the reasons 1 have
he
said gently. “I am very sorry for of hard wood without covering, place
announced that, as he did not feel well,
night,”
mentioned,
even such a paltry shock
what has occurred. Can I do anything on a bare table with polishingiron well
John Gamble and his wife had been he thought ho would return home at
there would have been infinitely more
heated, but not too hot, and go over the
marred nearly twelve years, and on once, they were all greatly relieved. He for you?”
significant and awe inspiring.”
collar, putting on all the pressure that
“You
scoundrel!”
exclaimed
John,
accordingly
left
the
supper
room
and
the whole they had led a very happy
“Is the theory that while the volcalife. With the exception of one quar- drove to the railway station, reaching passionately. “How dare you come you can, buT not too slowly or it may noes smoke no serious convulsionsmay
scorch. Should the linen get too dry
rel, produced through his mother-in- it just in time to catch the last train for here ? How dare you show your treachbe feared generallyborne out by exto receive a good polish, dampen evenerous
face
here?”
Bnrgewostown.
law a remonstrancewith John about
perience?”
“Now, now, that’s really too bad,” ly with a wet cloth. Much of the suchis fondness for betting— lie and his
When the train arrived at the “beau“Not always, though in the majority
wife had nob had a single serious dis- tiful and aristocratic suburb” of Burge- said the doctor, soothingly. “I may cess in securing a good polish on linen of cases. Nor can you always rely on
agreementsince their wedding. That wostown as the local paper described have been to hasty with you, but you depends upon the pressure put upon it another favorite hypothesisequally
while damp, and having underneath it
•one quarrel, however, promised to be it) it was midnight, and by the time were more to blame than I. But we’ll
prevalent down yonder. The latter
a hard board. A good polishing iron
not
talk
of
that
now.
Here,
take
this
aerions enough, and, as both John and John reached Montmorencyterrace it
supposes that a great earthquakeinvais
essential.
The
one
that
gives
me
his mother-in-law were thoroughly ex- was close upon 1 o’clock. At the sta- it will relieve you. You’re not so much
riably occurs in three successive
asperated, no one could say how it tion he had been unable to procure a injured as you think. It is more the the most satisfaction cost sixty-twoand shocks, the second being severer than
would have ended had not Mrs. Gam- cab, and eohad to walk. The distance, shock you had than anything else that’s a half cents. Doubtless there are oth- the first, and the third being the maxiers equally as good.— £a?i Francisco
ble, just when it was reaching a crisis, to those who confined their peregrina- troubling you.”
mum that either upsets everything or
“Shock, indeed!” cried John, glaring Call.
brought it to a happy conclusionby de- tions to the side path, was only about
indicates the final expenditure of the
•orting to her husband, and turning half a mile ; but as John felt impelled at the doctor. “Shock, indeed!” The
throe. These theories have frequently
Fire Cents a Day.
her arms— or rather her tongue— (probably on account of its not being doctor, however, took no notice, but The cumulative power of money is a been disproved by the events them•gainst her mother, whom she herself properly lighted) to cross the street at tried once again to persuade the outfact very generallyappreciated. There selves, and, in more than one instance,
had induced to begin the conflict, least a hundred times in the course of raged husband to sip the draught. He are few men living at the age of seven- by my own observation. The one trefcjince then Mr. and Mrs. Gamble had the journey, it was not strange that it pushed it rudely away.
ty-five,hanging on to existence by somo mendous crash that destroyed Mendoza
been on good terras, but Mrs. Gam- seemed to him at least three times that “take your infernal medicine away slender employment, or pensioners, it came like a thunderbolt out of a clear
ble's mother had ceased to visit them. distance. When at length he came to from me,” he shouted. “Do you want
may be, on the bounty of kindred or sky, and with even less premonition.
Recently, however, another event his own house he saw’ how just his sus- to poison me? Where’s my wife?”
The last earthquake that demolished
‘’She’llbe here in a min ate,” an- friends, but might, by exercising the
had occurred which seemed likely to picions were. Although it was long
smallest
particle of thrift, rigidly ad- Caracas was preceded by only one
disturb the domestic happiness of Mr. after his wife’s usual time for retiring, swered the doctor. “Don’t trouble yourhered to in the past, ____
____________
have set
sot aside
aside a shock, and that a heavy one. Of the
-John Gamble. A young doctor of the drawing-room on the first floor was self about her.”
respectablesum which would material- j thirty or more earthquakesthat I exhmdsome appearance and engaging lighted up. What conld she be doing “I don’t intend to,” answered John, ly help them to maintain their inde- j purienced,chiefly in Chili, less than a
manners had come to reside at the oth- at that hour of the night? What did fiercely. “You can have her altogether, pendence in their old age. Lotus take ; fourth of them conformed to the myser end of Montmorency terrace —at No. she mean by talking about sitting up for all I care.”
terions rule of three, so persisted in by
“Don’t talk that way, man; you’ll the small snm of five cents, which we
17. In an evil moment John Gamble for him if she did not intend to he in
daily pay to have our boots blackened, the natives, while many were marked
bad called in young Dr. Skelton to at- bed at 1 o’clock in the morning? He hurt her feelings.”
by five or six distinct shocks or vibra“She has thought a great deal of my to ride in a car the distance we are able tions, of varying violence, and followiend his wife, and he had apparently felt sure there was something wrong,
to walk, or to procure a bad cigar we
made his presence exceptionallyagree- and was walking forward to knock at feelings, hasn’t she? Oh, Mary, Mary,” are better without, and see what its ing no order of sequence whatever of
he
then
moaned,
half
unconscious
ap.able to her, for she ever afterward re- the door, when it occurred to
time, force, or effect So much for
value is in the course of years.
futed to consult any other physician.
that if
knocked she parently of the doctor’s presence.
We will suppose a boy of fifteen,by their rule of three. The volcanic
“Poor fellow, your brain's wanderYet. although she was continually could let out of the house any person
blacking
his own boots, or saving his smoke-vent theory is weakened by nupraising her skill, John Gamble could there might be in it before he could ing,” said the doctor, in a kindly tone.
cherished
cigarette,puts by five cents merous examples. In my own expenot help noticing that since he began effect an entrance.To discover really “Do take some of this; it will do you a
aday ; in one year he saves $18.25, which rience. full half the shocks I felt were
to attend her and the children they ap- what she was doing he must surprise world of good.”
in sight of volcanic peaks smoking
Take your poison away, I tell you !” being banked bears interest at the rate freely. The disturbancesin Sicily aro
peared to suffer more than ever from her ; but how was he to do that? He
of five per cent, per annum, compoundill health. At any rate they seemed had no latch-key;—even if he had most shouted John. “Are you not satisfied
ed of bi -yearly. On this basis, when almost invariablyaccompanied by volto need much more medical attendance; probably the door was bolted inside. with one crime ? Are you not content
our thrifty youth reaches the age of canic vomitings,and I never heard of a
for, for some months past, so chronic He tried the windows on the ground- with robbing me of my happiness, but
sixty-five,having set his five cents per great convulsion in the Sandwich Isbad sickness in the family become, that lloor— they were all fastened. He felt must also have my life?”
day religiously aside during fifty years, lands that was not attended by an
soul, you’ll provoke me,”
Dr. Skelton had found it necessary to fairly nonplused. As a last resource,
eruption of the neighboringcraters.
Skelton, angrily. the result is surprising.He has ac- New York Sun.
pay a long visit every day. John Gam- ho resolved to go to the back of the exclaimed'
cumulated no less a sum than $3,983.18.
ble was naturally of a jealous and sus- house, get over the garden wall, and "You’re the most unreasonable man I
A scran tiny of the progress of this reH in American Authorship,
picious temperament, and he noticed the see if he could not gain admittance ever met I hear a man wandering at sult is interesting. At the age of thirty
midnight
through
my
house,
I
naturincreasing intimacy between his wife through some of the back windows.
•nd the doctor with anything but pleasHe went to the back. The terrace ally attack him; and because, when fifty, $1,607 , at sixty, $2,862. _
with
of HalWW
me. As yet he had not felt justifiedin though not a very longone— there were he’s knocked down, he proves to be an fifteen years saving, his annual interest identified with the names of Halleck,
acquaintance
turned
gentleman-burglar
Hawthorne,
Holmes,
and
Howells,
and
•remonstratingconcerning it with Mrs. only twenty houses in it,— waa all built
more than equals his original prin- has a double prominence in one of our
he
thinks
he’s
entitled
to
insult
me.
Gamble, but he frequently pondered on the one plan, and so, from the rear
cipal, in twenty-five years it is more
wver it in private, and, without its be- at least, it was rather difficult to dis- Why, man, what kind of treatment do than double; in thirty five years it is brightest literary women, who has made
ing once referred to by either of them, tinguish the houses from each other. you expect wheu you become a house- four times as much ; in forty-five years the familiar signature H. H. a housebreaker?”
hold word. A street which can numit was steadily making the relations be- But, as John Gamble lived at No. 4, lie
it is eight times as much, and the last
ber two of the above authors as resi“Become
a
housebreaker
1”
repeated
tween them less and less cordial.
was able to discover his house by countyear's interest is $86, or ten and a half
As has been said, on the morning ing the fourth from the end. Having John, gazing at Dr. Skelton iu bewil- times as much as the annual amount dents must be considered singularly
that. John Gamble told his wife he in this way identified it, he scaled the derment “Your house! This is my he puts by. The actual cash amount favored. Although Beacon street is
•hould be unable to be home that garden wall. As it was only about five house, isn’t it? It is No. 4 Montmoren- saved in fifty years is $932.50, the differ generally associated with the abodes
savea m n«y
me cuner- ; f f
pre8cott the historian, and
night, ho noticed that she seemed rath- feet high lie contrived to do this with- cy terrace?”
ence between that and the grand total Holmea_ the poet
“No, it’s my houee; it’s 17 Mont- of $3,803.18— viz., 970.68, is accumulated
•er pleased than otherwise by his an- out much difficulty. Once over, he
given to it the higher interest of literanouncement.Hitherto ho had been ac- made his way to the back of the house. moremev terrace.”
interest. What a magnificent premium
customed on such occasions to pout- He began trying all the windows to see
John looked dazed and uncomfortable. for the minimum of thrift that can be ture. Our readers will be glad to
learn that the “Autographof the Breaktin rs and dissatisfaction generally on if any of them had been left unfastened. He reflected a moment
well represented in figures.— A?wm.
fast Table” is to have a near neighlK>r
‘It must be No. 4,” he said, “Ireher part; and, although he had not alto- To his delight the kitchen one was unin this historic street in the person of
The Weather Liar’s Latest.
gether liked these, ho disliked their latched. He raised it cautiously. member I counted it. It is the fourth
Absence now still more. . Indeed^ the Scrambled upon the sill— the house house from the end of the terrace.”
“Even a more extaordinaryincident,” the author of “Our Wedding Journey”
and “A Woman’s Beason.” Hencechange in her behavior was so complete had no basement story— he sat there
“Ah! yes,” replied Dr. Skelton, smil- continued the student of nature,
ourred when I was a boy in Peru. My f°rm no Cockney should be allowed to
•nd striking that it at once made a con- for a moment wondering how, in his ing, “but from the wrong end.”
John remained silent for somo timo. brother and I were snow-balling each drop his h’s in a locality thus honored
•itlcrahle and most unpleasant im- present somewhat unsteady condition,
®f ^e most fastidious and delipression on his mind. That unpleas- lie could get in without letting the At length the doctor said to him: other one fine morning. I lost my
ant impression was not diminishedby window drop or making any other dis- “Mrs. Gamble will be, I’m afraid, very temper, picked up a solid chunk of ice ca*e writers who use the English lanand who have invested the
:• circumstance which subsequently oo- turbance,when he recolected that there much annoyed and upset at your adven- and threw it with all my might at
•enrred. As the eldest boy was leaving was a table just below the window. He ture. But I suppose I must go and toll who was standing but a dozen feet eifiihth letter of the alphabet with an
for school, Mrs. Gamble followed him put his foot in and felt it, considering her. It is, however, doubly unfortu- away. Just as the ice left my hand the chiding interest for all who are familiar
U> the hall door. While she was himself now secure he slipped down nate, as she took advantage of your ab- mercury took such an upward jump with the viames and works of our noted
•peaking to him, John happened to upon it. As he did so the table went sence to ask her mother over, and she that poor Jim was severelyscalded by living authors.— Bos !o?i Advertiser.
through the lialL He noticed from beneath him and he fell heavily is now at yonr house. But there, it the hot water that was ohowered on i Tea, say) the Chinese, is a drink
She was giving the clifld a letter. When and with a terrible clatter on the floor. can’t be helped. I will run and bring him. The ice had melted in transit.’ : which relieves thirst and dissipates sor—New York
row.
tithe heard her husband's step, she | The table had not been exactly nnder them both here.”
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Old soldiers who remember the picket line and the rille pit, old hunters
and even the experiencedpicnicker,
know well what it is to be reduced to
the last match. That sole occupant of
the pocket match-safe is the last chance
for a fire, for a torch in the thick darkness, for a savory meal or a dish of
tea, for a flash of light on a watch-face
or a compass. So, too, it may be all
that interposes between the destruction and the deliverance of a lost or
shipwrecked band.
Few incidents of the famous Greely
expedition to the northern seas make
bo vivid an impression upon the mind
as one recorded by Sergt. George B.
Rice, who did not live to return to his
home and friends. A sledge party was
detailed to visit and examine Hall’s
Rest, on the coast of Greenland. In
the course of this expeditionthe stock
of matches that the men had brought
was reduced to one. It was a miserably cold evening, when the shivering
group of men gathered in their damp
tent to watch the attempt to ignite, by
this single match, the spirit lamp upon
which their lives depended. The lamp

to

Pay Old Debt*.

Shakespeare tells how this can be aeeom,The whole Island of Bermuda is a
plishoilIn one or hUimmortal plavs; but debts
mass of rock of the coral limestone to nature must be paid on demand, unless
order. But to say that' it is a rocky days of grace l e obtained through the use of
islet would give a very erroneous im- Dr. Pierce’s “Go den Medlod Discovery.” It
Is not a ••oure-all,” but Invaluable lor sore
pression of it to the Northern person.
throat, bronchitis, asthma, catarrh, conWith us a rocky place is barren and sumpt on, and all diseasesof the pulmonary
useless. But this rock is soft, and and other organs, caused by scrofulaor “bad
trees and plants grow in it almost as blood.” Forofulous ulcers, swellings and
tumors ure cured by Its wonderful alterative
well as in earth. There is hardly a action. By druggists.

bare spot on the whole island except
where it has been cleared. In some
places are large tracts of pine wood ; in
others the ground is hidden by dense
masses of a sort of chapparal,growing
ten or twelve feet high, and nobody
would suspect the foundation of it all
to be solid rook. There is a foot or
two of soil in some places that has
come from nobody knows where. But
the usual process of making a garden
is to break up an acre or so of the rock
with a sledge and crow-bar, mash it up
fine, and mix in enough earth to prevent the rock from hardeningagain.
In this compound anything under the

once lighted, there was warmth and
warm food at their command; the lamp
unlighted,there was not vital force left
in the party to resist the fatal chill of
the arctic night. With what breathless
interest the experiment was watched
we can scarcely imagine.
“The match,” wrote Sergt. Rice, in
his diary, “ snapped, crackled, and
showed a little flame which, by dextrous

A New Way

A Remarkable Island.

Tire Lust Match.

management, was communicated
wood and triumphantly applied
wick of the spirit lamp. But

to the
to the

ElIjA WnsELBK asks: “Have you heard of
the Valley of BabyUnd?" No, but we have
hoard “from” It late at niglt.— War//ord I’utU
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The Life Is the Mood -Prevent DIscsko—
Surgery the Last Itesort—

A
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years. Our

Druggist, T. J. Anderson,

Telling Let-

recommendilg

“Hop Bitters”to me,

ter.

concededthat DK.

It Is

Buffered!"

With every (liaeaso imaginable for the

I used two bottles!

DAVID KENNEDY’S

Am

FAVORITE REMEDY,

of Kondout, N.Y.,l8the
entirely enred, and heartily recommost effective preparationnow in use for all diseaaea
Bitters to every one. J, D.
arisingfrom a fonl or impure state of circulation.
Walker,
Buckner,
Mo.
Hence it ie more than likely that if the writer of the
following letter had habituallytaken "FAVORITE
I write this as a
REMEDY” t«u years ago ho would never have suffered
Token of the great appreciationI have of
from Cancer.
PrrrarutLi).Mass, March 22, 1884.
your

mend Hop

Hop

• • • Bitters.I was afflicted
With Inflammatory rheumatism 11!

Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y.
Dear Sir— About six years ago I was obligedto resort
to extomal treatment for the removal of acanceroua

Dr. D.

:

Don’t Wear Cumbersome Trusses
For nearly
when our new method, without use of knife, growth on my lip. Qn my return home, I became
Seven years, and no medicine seemed tfr
Is guaranteed to permanently euro the worst seusiblo that my blood needed a thorough cleanalng,
do me any
cases of mpture. Send two letter stamp! Ay whole system, too, required toning up. While
Good!!!
for references and pamphlet. World's ^Dis- casting about for the beat medicine to do thla, your
Until I tried two bottles of your Hem
pensary Medical Association, BuCtlo, N. Y. “FAVORITE REMEDY” was so highly commended In
Bittern, and to my surprise I am as waft
my hearing,tint 1 resolvedto try it 1 did so, and the
The loceiptsof the friction match manu- result surprised me, it was effected so quickly and to-day as ever I was. I hope
facturerare gross, but the man who sells the
“You may have abundant success”
completely. I soon got over the depression produced
matches is generallygrocer.—Lotwll Courier.
“In this great and”
by the operation, and since tlio “FAVORITE REME-

Valuable medicine:
DY* which I have continued to take in small doses,
Not Be Discouraged.
Any one! * * wishing to know
has kept me In auch healthand strength as I never
Even If you have tried many remedies for had before, nor expected to have. It is the best blood about my cure?
your kidney disease or Liver complaint withpurifier in the world. I am sure of that. Yours, eto,
Can learn by addressing me, E. M.
out success,It Is no reason why you should
MATTHEW FARRELL.
sun will grow, and grow luxuriantly. think your disorder Incurable. The most InWilliams, 1103 16th street, Washington
A man who takes this much trouble to tractable cases readily yield to the potent vlr- , 24
D.
. Adams street.
. . ..
In all rases when a consultation
is deemed desirabl
1 consider your
make a garden can have green peas and u,e.or Kidney-Wort H I. . purel, ve^tnRemedy tho best remedy in existence
fresh lettuce and all other vegetables ble compound which acts on tho Kidneys, vouluvonot done so. adopt FAVOIUTK KUMFor
Indigestion,
kidney
Liver, and Bowels at the same time, and thus | KI)Y as a house friend,
on his table every day in the year. cleanses tho whole system. Don't wait, but
— Complaint
There is no season when vegetation get a package to-day and cure yourself.
“And nervous debility. I have just”
does not flourish, and when the garden
Returned
The first thing that the Puritans did here
“From the South in a fruitlesssearoll
is once made it is always there. Men
was to fall upon their knees; the next was to
for health,and find that yonr Bitten
ALL DISEASES OF THE
go out with crow-bars and set out fall upon the aborigines. — New York Dial.
doing mo more
cocoa-nuttrees, and in a few years they
IIorsford'H Acid Miospliato
Good!
are tall and beautiful and bear a cocoaThan anything else;
IN NERVOUS DISEASES.
nut (so the saying is) for every day in
A month ago I was extremely
Dr. Henry, New York, says: “In nervous
BY THE TIMELY USE OF
the year. There is nourishment foi diseases, I know of no preparationto equal
"Emaciated!!!”
plants in the material of the rock. It.”
And scarcelyable to walk. Now I am
Where this coral limestone rock came
Gaining strength! and
A politiciannever feels tho need of a
“Flesh!”
from is a question that scientificpeople character so much as ho does when ho is tryAnd hardly a daj passes but what I mb
can settle to suit themselves.It makes ing to run on a reform ticket.— K'eo/cuANews.
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THROAT AND LUNGS

BUM

ALLEN'S LONG

STRICTLY PURE,

the wick is wet from the falling moist- no difference where it came from ; it is
ure of the tent! It sputters — fizzles— here, and is very useful. Nearly all of

HarmtoM

Strange, but True,
that The Chicaoo Ledger is the

the fact
best story paper In the West, and sold for tho
small sum of one dollar per year. Each number contains eight storiesfrom tho best authors in the country. Sample copies free.
Address The Ledger, Chicago. Dl.
is

match itself is burned up to the the houses are built of it. You have
benumbed finger of the holder, when only to saw down into the quarries to

the

By

its

faithful

CURED

(o the

moat Delicate!

complimentedon my improved appearance
and it is all due to Hon
Bitters! J. WicklineJackson,— Wilmington, Del.

CONSUMPTIONHAS BEEN

use

when other Remediesaud Physidana
have failedto effect a cure.

get the most beautiful big blocks of it
CTNone genuine without a bunch of
Jeremiah Whig ht. of Marion County,W.Va.,writes
Hops on the white label Bhun all the vile, pomthat make handsome and substantial
ns that his wife had rULMoNADTConsumption,and
was pronouncedincuhahlk by their physician,when
onous stuff with ‘‘Hop''or “Hopa" in their nama
houses. The blocks harden by expos
the use of Allen’sLung IMsum entirki.y CURED
Is
Yonr
Blood
Pure?
her.
Ho
writes
that
ho
and
his
neighbors
think
it
ure to the air, and in this climate soon
best medicine in the world.
For Impure blood the best medicine known, the
become as durable as granite. Out of
Wm. C. Diogks,Merchantof Bowling Green. Va.,
Wayns, Du Pa*« Oo., Illinois,
writes. April 4th, 18SI, that he wants ns to kn<>w that
ScoviU’s
Farsapurilla,
or
Blood
and
Liver
the rock, too, water-tanks are built to
HA* IMPORTED FROM FRANOE
the Lung Balsam hasCurkd iuh Mother ok ConPerekeroRHorse# VRUed Ri M. 000, ODE,
catch rain water. Every house has its Syrup, may be Implicitlyrelied on when sumption, after tho physician had given her up as
incurable. He1 says others knowing her case have
tank. There are springs and wells, but everything else fails. Take It in tho spring taken tho Ralssmand been cured; he thinks all so
afflictedshould give it a trial.
..
T5 PER CERT OF ALL
I believe the rain water is considered time, especially for tho impure secretionsof
Dn. Meredith, Dentistof Cincinnati,
was thought
to
in the hut Stages ok Consumption,snd was
the
blood
incident
to
that
season
of
tho
year;
cious than anything documentary. It healthier to drink.
and take It at all times for canoor, scrofula, Induced by Ids friends to try All.n’s Lung Balsam
niter the formula was shown him. We hove his letter
was the last fond and tender epistle
EVER IMPORTED TO AMERICA#
liver complaints, weakness,boils, tumors, that it at once cured his cough and that he was able
Violent Measures
which its owner had received from his
STOCK ON HANHa
swellings, skin diseases,malaria, and tho to resume his practice. , ,
„
Are. or should be, only resortedto in extreme
Wm. A. Graham A; Co.. Wholesale Druggists.Zanesthousand ills that cbmo from impure blood.
sweetheartbefore sailing.
had
cases. Danger Is incurred by persons who tam- To insure a cheerful dispositiontake this ville. Ohio, wr.te us of the cure of Mathias freeman,
ii well-knowncitizen, who had been afflicted with
worn it as an amulet next his heart, and
importodBroodBan*
per with disease. To take drastic, drenching well-known medicine, which will remove t! e Bbonchitisin its worst form for twelve years. 'Hie
would have died rather than surrender
cathartics,or to neglect a recourseto judicious prime cause, and restore the iniud to its nafc . Lung BuUam cured him, as it lias many others, of
Bbonchitis.
it at any ordinary call. To save his
Imported Stalliott
medication when the bowels are constipated, ural equilibrium.
Oldsnoufhfor
comrades he drew it forth, and gave it are alike acts of folly. Hostetler's Stomach
tsrrios,
Important.
ills larmlm tottieiostilelicalectiili!
to nourish the flame which alone could Bitters relieves, and if persisted in, ultimately
,
100
COLTS
When you visit or leave Now Y’ork City,
warm them back to life.
Two resrs old aftii
cures costlvem-ss.But this effect It never pro- save Baggage Expressngeand Carriage Hire, and
It contains no Opinminanyform!
younger.
Sergt. Rice concludes the day’s entry duces violently or abruptly, nor is there any stay at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
„ Rerogntilnjrt'eprtRRecommendedby Physicians. Ministers snd
f dpi© MMptad toy Rll‘
by expressing the wish that the burn- medicineon earth that will do any permanent Central Depot; 6U0 elegantrooms fitted up at a Nurses. In fn- t. by everybodywho has given it a
cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
Intsfllfent breeder* tot**
1.
It Never Fails to Bring Iteflef.
good
trial.
ing of the letter to assist the match good that causes a sudden change,accompanied upwards per day. European plan. Elevator,
however well bred i
may bo tali to b
Restaurant
supplied
with
the
best.
Horse
cabs,
by
pain
In
the
intestinal
region.
Dyspepsia,
no
made on earth may conduce to the conCall for Allen's Lung Balsam and shim the use of
stage, and elevated railroad to all dcjiotR. Faminil remedies wltnout merit ami an established
reputasummation of the “match made in less certainly than constipation, Is remedied by lies can live better for less money at the Grand tion.
As un Expectorant it has no Equal
this
storing,
time-honored
medicine,
which
Is
Union than at any firat-classhotel in tho city.
heaven.” Who will not lament that the
SOLI) BY ALL MEMCIXL DEALERS.
worthy and witty soldier did not sur- also the leading antidote to malaria, and a safe
MarvelousRestorations.
and pleasant remedy for rheumatism, inactivvive to witness the realization of his de- ity or disorder of the kidneys or bladder,and
Tho cures which are being made by Di».
biliousness. This etatement Is based upon g turkey & Pnlen, 110» Girard street, Philmlersire?— Simdav Mail.
ample evidence.
phia. In Consumption,Catarrh, Neuralgia,
Brouchitis,Rheumatism,and all chronic disThe Buyers' Guide is iMued Sept
,Handt,ok
How to Split a Sheet of Paper.
The Fate of the Fly.
eases, by Compound Oxygen, are indeed
Patent AtVyn, Wwlitmttou, b. C.
snd March, each year : 224 pages, 8 J x
J
It is one of the most remarkable
Quest— “How comes this dead fly in marvelous. If you are a sufferer from any
inches,with over 3,300 illustration*—
i!IV
HUC
sending
at. oo for handsome Box
disease which your physician has failed to ANT UNt Liquid WaUr (tolow.with printod
propertiesof that wonderful product, mv soup ?”
a whole picture gallery. Gives wholesale
nil I Wliu instrurtionH,
will becoiuo aii Arust,
paper, that it can be split into two or
Waiter— “In fact, sir, I have no posi- cure, write for information about this Treatprices direct to eomumert on all goods for
or money refunded. ‘Bend stamp for circular#.
ment.
even three parts, however thin the tive idea how the poor thing came by
Crown
ASl Nassau Ht., Now kork, Room 10.
personal
family use.
“Put up” at the Gault House.
sheet. We have seen a leaf of the his death. Perhaps it had not taken
Tells how
order, and
DO
The business man or tourist will find first- YOUR
Illustrated yews thus divided into any food for a long time, dashed upon
gives
cost of evOWN
class accommodations
at the low price of $‘i
three parts, or three thin leaves. One the soup, ate too much of it, and con- and £2.50 per day at tho Gault House. Chicaerything
use, drink,
brl Ilian t^beant t^hiind8 pmieet «fiver°l
Plate for worn
eat, wear,
have fun '
consisted of the surface on which tho tracted an inflammation of the stomach go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This plated coods, U atch Ca*ri, HarnettTrimming*, or
far-famed hotel is located in the center of tho any articleof Brats or Copper, con bo eueoj^fullr
with.
invaluable
engravings are printed; another was that brought on death. The flymus
books contain information gleaned from
the side containingthe letter-press,and have had a weak constitution, for when city, only one block from tho Union Depot sjupr
Elevator; all appointments flrst-olass.
the markets of the world. \Vo will mail
a perfectly blank piece on each side I brought up the soup it was dancing
SffiK
Henno«ri noiTk^
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.
a copy Free to any address upon receipt
PLATE
and
IMPERIAL
UOLIMVIUTINQ
INK.
was the paper that lay between. Many merrily on the surface. Perhaps — ant
of the postage— 8 cents. Let us hear
Mknbman’b Peptonized deep Tonic, the
people who have not seen this done the idea presented itself only at this
from you. Respectfully,
only preparationof beef containing its enmight think it impossible ; yet it is not moment— it endeavored to swallow too tire nutritiousproperties. It contains blood
A CO.
only possible but extremely easy, as large a piece of vegetable;this, remain- making, foroe generating,and life-sustaining
SST * SStWabask Av#rr#. t’htsitf#,UL
BALM
we shall show. Get a piece of plate- ing fast in his throat, caused choking properties;invaluable for Indigestion,dysglass and place on it a sheet of paper ; in the windpipe. This is the only rea- pepsia, nervous prostration,and all forms of
iCausps no Fain. DR. SMITH’S GERMAN WORM REMEDY.
general debility; also, In all enfeebled condiNever failing.Pleasantand safe. J. A. KING k (X)«
then let the latter be thoroughly son I can give for the death of that in- tions, whether tho result of exhaustion,nerv'fffAMBMKi
Chicago, wholesale agents.
iGlTe*
Keller
at
soaked. With care and a little dex- sect.”— Ron /on Courier.
ous prostration, over-work, or ocuto disease,
particularly If resulting from pulmonary
terity the sheet can be split by the top
Once. NotaLiqIn the new Mason A- Hamlin Upright Piano*
complaints. Caswell, Hazard & Co., propriesurface being removed. But the best
the strings are held by screws and secured
tors. New York. Sold by druggists.
HAYFEVER’
tuidorKnuflf.Applan is to paste a piece of cloth or directly to the iron plate, each string being
Nervous Weakness. Dyspepsia, Sexual Destrong paper to each side of the sheet held by a separatescrew. In pianos generally
ply into nostril*. Or persona of any profeaaionwho contemplat# eataibto be split. When dry, violently and the strings arc hold by the friction of wrest- bility, cured by “Wells' Health Itenewor.” £1.
Uahlns newspaper printing office# in Nebraaks St'
pins set in wood. Tho results ef the Mason &
without hesitation pull the two pieces Hamlin Improvementare remarkable purity
Thorough Treat- Dakota should communicatewith Tax Sioux Cm
The Blood Would Run.— For five years
NkwskapxbUnion, No. 316 Douglas street. Blown.
asunder, when part of the sheet will he of tone (resulting in part from the easy was a great sufferer from Catarrh. My nosment will Cure. City, Iowa, and — va
found to have adhered to one and part method of tuning tho throe strings belonging trils were so sensitive I could not bear the
least bit of dust; at times to bad tho blood
U.NU.
No. 43-84.
Give
V IV
it t*
u Trial.
m * IMIS
to the other. Soften the paste in water to each tone, exactly together), with much
less liabilityof getting out of tune or being would run, and at night I could hardly
M) cents at brngKiHirt'.
and the pieces • can be easily removed affected by climatic changes.This improve- breathe. After trying many things without # S' “
WRITING
TO
ADVERTISERS,
w
la M) cents by mail, regisplease say you aaw tbe advertisement
from the cloth. The process is gen- ment has been pronounced the greatestmade benefit I used Ely’s Cream Balm. I am a liv- tered. Bend for circular.Ham pic by mail. 10 rents. Idv v
this paper.
ELY
BROTH
ERH,
Druggists,Outgo, N. V.
erally demonstrated as a matter of in Upright Pianos for half a century.— Boston ing witness of Us efficacy. Peter Bkuck,

one of the agonized spectatorssprings
from his bag, and, with admirable presence of mind, withdraws from his breastpocket a document, which he holds to
the expiring match in time to perpetuate its fire. They are saved !”
But this is not all the story. The
Sergeant intimates that the “document”
that saved their lives was far more pre-
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Farmer, Ithaca, N. Y. Easy to use, price
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world.

He was

telling ’em in the village storel

that his son in Chicago

when they asked for
plained

had

failed, and

particulars he ex-

:

“Why, he

writes

me that he bought

for July delivery and got left”

“How

left?”’
“I dunno, but I guess he couldn't deliver
Mebbe teams was awful
skeerce, and mebbe the roads was bad.”
“Well,” said one of the crowd as he
brought his hand down on the counter,
“if I had a knowed that your son Bill
was pinched to deliver wheat I'd have
gin him the use of my team a whole
fortnightfur nuthin’, tor Bill was one
of the best boys who ever left this town. ”
“And me, tool” added every man in
the crowd, while the old man observed :
“It’ll probably be a warning to William, and mebbe he’ll set in and buy
water-melons for January delivery and
get on his feet again.” — Wall Street

it

News.
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Dit. Pierce's
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putilishers
will hwn hack to subscrlbem In 1100 to 1500 amounts, the profits thus secured,and also furnish the most attractiveaud valuable Premium ever offered.

profits, the

The GRANDEST PREMIUM ami a

,

—

_

LciLoanUpercent
‘Waiting for the

Verdict.”-.™^

Compound Extract of Smart-

Weed combines French Brandy, Jamaica Ginger, Smart-Weed and Camphor Water, the
lost poss.ble agents for tho cure of dinrrh i a,
choleramorbus, dysenteryor bloody-tluxaud
colic, or to break up colds, fevers and in’.smmutory attacks.

M

ASON A HAM LIN
In sucli

100

STYLES

ORGANS

•22 TO
•900.

“Is curuakt JELLY good for children?” HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL GREAT WORLD’S EXHIBITIONSFOR SEVENTEEN YEARS.

asks an anxious mother. Dully; butchildren
are awfully hard on currant jelly.

No BITORT has ever been made to advertise Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
••utsideour own America; yet frequent calls
from other parts of the workPshow that good
news will spread. Packages of this medi.-ino
have even been sent from Lynn. Mass., to
China.
Why is the memory of Washingtonlike fine
old French brandy.' Because It Is very dear
to the American people.

ISTIt is a well-known fact! In the Diamond Dyes more coloring is given than in
any known Dyes, and they give aster and
more brilliant colors. ICo at all druggists’.
1

They are a groat success. Wells, Richardson
ii Co., Burlington, Vt.

Only American Organs Awarded inch at any.

case-

The Subscription Price, $2.00, need not bo sont,
be deducted when Lean It NMde
property you are worth, but as to good character. Pint year's Interest at
scriptionprice will be deducted from amount borrowed.

For Cash, Easy Payments or Rented.

presenting verr highest excellence yet attaint'd m each Instruments;
addmtrto #11 previous
improvementsou« of greatert»1uo then uny ; seem;
tag most pure, refined, musical tones and increased
durability;especially avoiding liability to get out of
igr
lr 10labUity 10 Ket

C

'

^MASON A HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO Cofl
Boston. 154 Tremont St.; N. York. 4G E. 14th
8t.; Chicago, 141) Wabash Av.
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to the order of the
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nnnum after anwrttj. It Is tudcrelMAas

cf •ererslreference,,
and ImmedlnvInquirynM "•
no put of the prlaelpnlof this
If no Win I* 4m1h4. no r*terene«»
need be mol becorn*p« table,(excel*at BI
The I’rvmlam will be «enl at once. Addre*»,
la • p*f<l-ap «ub«enb*r to f
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Upright Pianos
'

___

1

5‘.l cts.

_
utilized in
various ways. If we want to paste in a
“Rough on Coughs,” Troches, 15c; Liquid,
The Great G.’s.
25c ;forCough8,Co!ds.8oro
Throat, Hoarseness.
scrap-book a newspaperarticle printed
A few years ago it used to be said in
on both sides of the paper, and possess
Is torn hair falling out or your scalp dionly one copy, it is very convenient to France that the world was governed by eased ? Carbolme,a deodorized extract of petro
the
“G’s.”
M.
Grevy
was
President
know how to detach the one side from
leum, as now improved and perfected,is just
the other. The paper when split, as of France, and M, Gambetta was its the articleyon need. Buy a Lottie, aud, lik>
thousands who are using it all over the land, you
may be imagined, is more transparent chief statesman.
Germany was ruled by the Emperor will value it as the choicest of all toilet prepathan it was before being subjected to
rations.
the operation,and the printing ink is William, whose name is Guillaume to
StingingIrritation, Inflamraatlon.allKidney «fc
a Frenchman. Great Britain was govsomewhat duller; otherwise the two
UrinaryComplaints, cured by“Buchu-I>aiba."|l.
erned
by
Gladstone,
Gortschakoff
was
pieces present the appearance of the
the Chancellor of Russia, Garfield was
The Frazer Axle Grease is better and
original if again brought together.
tho President of the United States.
cheaper than any other, at double tho price.
Some time ago the information of how
Since then Gambetta,Garfield,
„ „
to do this splitting was advertisedto
Gortschakoffhave died, but
de
be sold for a considerable sum. We
Giers has taken the place of the latter;
--now impart it to our readers gratuitousso that with Gladstone, Grevy, Giers,
ly.- British and Colonial Printer and
and Guillaume tins favored letter
_
Stationer.
still has its share of prominenceamong
A Sympathetic Crowd.
the rulers pf the
good workers. Kingston ft Oo-80 LtSslioBl.tlilrago.
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A StartlingDiscovery.

Wm.

Mr.

\

Johnson, of Huron, Dak.,

writes that his wife had been troubled with
acute Bronchitis for
all

remedies

lief, until

King’s

tried

many

years, and that

gave no permanent

he procured a

New

Discovery for Consumption,

Caughs and Colds, which had
effect,
It is

A VERY RADICAL CHANGE

re-

of Dr.

bottle

a

has been

magical

and produced a permanent

cure.

goods at the One-Price Store of

in the stock of

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

guaranteed to cure all diseases of

made

HOLLAND, MICH.

Throat, Lungs, ar Bronchial Tubes.
Trial bottles

free

at H. Walsh’s Drug

A

Store. Large size $1.00.

F-A-LL

Probably if any woman would be
good President Belva Lockwood.

Hodsekekprrs— Can

you keep your tin-

ware bright and clean? If you

CLOTH

IN
We

has just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures.
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the City.

find it diffl.

DeLand's Seda, which aside from

cult, use

large and very fine stock of

Q-

also have a Stock of

great merit in other department,is ex-

its

ceedingly useful in this direction.

Ladies are invited to

Election Notice.

POWDER

Clerk’s Office. City of Holland, j
October 15th, 1884. ,
To the electarsof the city of Holland
Notice is hereby given that the general
election to be held in this elate on the
Thla powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
Tuesday succeedingthe first Monday of strength and wholesomcness. More economical
than
tho ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold In
November next, in the several wards in
competition with the multitudeof low test, short
the city of Holland, shall be held at the
weight, alum or phosphatepowders. Sdd in cant.
places designated by the Common Coun
Royal Uakiko Powder Co., 106
......
Wall-st.,
.....N. Y.
.
:

Absolutely Pure.

HATS AND CAPS.

cil

Dress Patterns.
and

number

of styles

%

Calicos

and designs.

Coun-

rooms.

In the secend ward, at the office of

H.

D. Post.

Van Oort & Beeuwkes,

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

In the third ward, at Eagle Engine Co’s
Successors to W. C.

rooms.

MELIS.

In the fourth ward, at the residence o!

Geo. H. Sipp.
The fellowlng.areto be elected, viz:
Thirteen electors of President and Vice
President of the United States; a Goverernor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretaryaf
State, State Treasurer, Auditor General,
Commissioner «f Slate Land Office, At
torney General, and Superintendentof
Public Instruction; also, a Member of the
State Beard of Education in place of Geo.
P. Edwards, whose term of office will expire December 81, 1884; also a representative in Congress for the Fifth Congressienal district of this state to which this
county belongs; also, a Senator for the
Twenty-third Senatorial District, composed of the counties of Ottawa and Muskegon; also, a Representative in the
State Legislaturefor each of the two
Representative Districtsinto which your
county is divided; also the following
County Officers, viz: Judge «f Probate,
Sheriff, Clerk, Treasurer,Register of
Deeds, ProsecutingAttorney,two Circuit
Court Commissioners,Surveyor,two Coroners, two Fish Inspectors.
You are also hereby notified that at said
election the following proposed amendments to the Constitution of this State will
be submittedto the people of the State for
their adoption or rejection,viz.:

An amendment to

Section 6, Article 6,
relativeto Circuit Courts, provided for by
Joint Resolution No. 15, laws of 1883.
Section 6. The Stale shall be divided
into judicial circuits,in each of which
the electorsthereof shall elect one circuit
judge, who shall hold his office for the
term of six years and until his successor
is elected and qualified. The Legislature
may provide for the electionof more than
one circuit judge in the judicial circuit in
which the city of Detroit is or may be
situated,and the circuit judge or judges
of said circuit, in additionto the salary
provided by this constitution,shall receive from said county of Wayne such additional salary as may from time to time
be fixed and determined by the Board of
Supervisors «f said county; and the Board
of Supervisors of each county in the Upper Peninsula Is hereby authorized and
empoweredto give and pay to the circuit
judge of the judicialcircuitto which such
county is attached, such additional salary
or compensation,as may from time to time
be fixed and determined by such Board of
Supervisors.
An amendment to Section 15, Article 4,
relative to the compensationof members
of the Legislature,and to prohibit the use
of posses or free ticketson railroads,provided for by Joint Resolution No. 23, laws
tf 1883:
Section 15. The compensation of the
members of the Legislature shall be a salary tf seven hundred dollars for each regular session, and at such regular session
and at such regular session they may legislate upon such subjects as arc submitted
to them by special message of the Governor, after tho expiration of the fifty days
of the session limited for the introduction
of bills; when convened iff extra session
their compensation shall be a salary of
one hundred dollars, and they shall legislate on no other subjects than those expressly elated in the Governor’s proclamation, or submitted to them by special
message. They shall be entitled to ten
cents and no more for every mile actually
traveled in going to and returning from
the place of meeting on the usually
traveled rontt. Each member shall bo
entitled to one copy of the laws, journals
and documents of the Legislature of which
he was a member, but he shall not receive
at the expense of the state, books, newspapers, or other peiqulsitsof office, or any
other perquisit or compensation not expressly authorizedby this constitution;
and no member of the Legislature shall
accept or use any free pass or free ticket
on any railroadduring bis term of office.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

are sellingand keep for sale some very fine

COIMHE BAIR/LIT

SPRING

A large stock of

,,

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidentsof the U. S. The
largest,handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice our
price. The fastestselling book in America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want it. Any one can become a successful agent.
Terms free. Ballet Book Co., Portland. Maine.

AGENTS

COME
-

IEXA.S

!

and

TUT'Ffl

PILLS

vJJJI

G.M

always on hand.

GOTTEN

&

...

SONS

have received a large Spring stock
We have

a

m IRON

of

Dress Goods.
Cottons.
Paint 1 Calcimine Brushes.
Tickings.

ALABASTINE
in all

..From these sources arise three-fourths ol

the diseases of the human race. These
symptoms Indicate theirexistence:Los* of
Appetite, Bowels costive, Sick Headache, fullness after eating, aversionto
exertionof body or mind, Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, Low

THE ONLY TRUE

large assortment of

„

ft,

< TONIC

and
Ginghams.

Prints,

Hosiery*
Corsets.

Hamburg Edgings.
LADIES’ AND GENTS’ HANDKERCHIEFS,

A.

f

COTTON!

ID

1ST

ACTS REGARDING

Gardeni Faming Tools, GENTS’

NECKWEAR

A

S;. Sarto's

Im

Ionia

HEALTH

!

full stock of

niEQ
CO fpeci

A Ul
_

always on hand.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
G.

and White Lead.

Holland, Mich., March

Otto Breyman

MgBSa.TSLBabWW

Turn

HAIR DYE.

Gray Hair or Whiskers changed

instantly to a Glossy Black by a single ap.
plication of this Dtb. Sold by Druggists,
or sent by express ou receiptof $1,
Office,44 Murray Street, New York.

TDH’S MANUAL

OF USEFUL RECEIPTS FREE.

BOOJSTE,

HI.

Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.

-Dealer in-

The oldest established Stable in the

Wire Jewelry Watches,
‘ DIAMONDS,
IRONWARE, Silmrt, Pliteimre, asi

WHIPS, PUMPS,

On Market

Fancy Goods,

as cheap,

than any party In this city.

if

VAN OORT. A BEEUWKES.

1884.

42-tf

Probate Notice.
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
County of Ottawa.

I

„

unknown and

mwm
Secure Healthy
action to the Live!
d relieveall bil*

Jons troubles.
a— —a—
...... . nUMmaruuo.
tlMrYntflUijftfetpiag. Mtttftifi

In this

not cheaper
II.

BOONE.

Holland, July 28th, 1882.

O

ID

3ST

IR I INT

Q S

I

25-1 f

FREE!

_

S3

RELIABLE SELF-CURE.
A

favoi
favorite
prescription of one of the
most noted and successfulspecialistsIn the U. 8.
(now retired) for the cure of Ntrvouu Debility,
Ijoet Manhood, tWeaknemm&naDecay. Bent
in plalnsealed envelope/re*.Druggistecan fill It.

also keep on'hand a large assortment of

SPECTACLES

WARD

AddressDR.

A CO., Louisiana, Mo.

—and a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

Goods are warranted
bejust as represented.

All the
to

lam prepared to do repairing^ and engraving
promptlyand in the best manner.

Estimates given

Come and examine our stock. N
show Goods.

trouble to

0.

BREYMAN.

12,

1884. 48-lv

Holland, Mich., May

Drug Store.
R. B,

BEST,

Af.

D.,Prop’r,

Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription
clerk,has charge, and will be iound at all boors,
ready to compoundprescriptions In a thoroughly
reliablemanner.

D^NE^!lrI

MLES

30 UNION SQUARE
square: NEWYORK.
newyork.

FMims,
TJS A. OAXilli.
R
HoOa&d, Mich,, Jane

27,

IBM,

B.

BEST,

done on short notice.

CO.,

m
—
CA.SKETS.

cm,
—

STJRXAX*
River

8t*t

and

Hand Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

Brackets, etc. made and

dealers in

first-class drag store
be kept constantly on hand.

GUVH

MASS.
SALE BY

MEYER, BROUWER

Everythinganertalning to a
will

Planing and Re-sawing

Stairs,
f

”

AND LSW'S FERF1E5,

fin-

c^Osno

r
TDIUT

all^

ished and completed.

ILL.
- FOR

A completeassortment of

for

kinds of buildings

WARD

FIRST

Common

ram ims

HEARSE

The largestassortment of

ever displayed la this City.

We promiseprompt and gentlemanly treatment
and good bargains, to all who trade with us.

near Eighth.

purposes, which I will furnish

sonable Priced.

ID I A. 3VI

GIVE US A CALL.

V-.
city.

with the flneat horses and carriagesfor funeral

Gold and Silver Watched at Rea-

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND
GLASS, ETC., ETC.

Street,

I have the newest and best
city,

GRIND STONES, FI$H TACKLE,

Holland, Mich., April 2,

acts directly

V

keep all kinds of

AND

27, 1884.

remedy that

1

can be obtained of ns.!

Batted Pence

VAN PUTTEN & SONa

.....

the uso of q

Kidneys and Skin is also prompt ; removing
aU impurities throngh these three “scavengers of the system,” producing appetlte, sound digestion, regular stools, a clear
skin and a vigorous body. TUTT'N PILLS
cause no nausea or griping ner Interfere
with daily work ami are a perfect

will purify and enrich the BLOOD, romilnto
the LIVER and KIDNEYS, and Restohk tjik
and VIGOR of YOUTH! luull those
discuses requiring acertalu and ettlclenTONIC,
especiallyDyspepsia. Want of Appetite. Indigestion, Luck of 8 Irene Hi, etc.. Its use Is marked
with Immediate and wondertnlresults. Hones,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind und supplies Brain Power.
jt
sufferingfrom all complaints
___ peculiar to their sex
..........
will tind In
DR. HARTER'S IRON TONIC a safe und speedy
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
The strongest testimonyto the value of J)n.
HA.tTKu’sInox Tonic is that frequent attempts
at counterfeiting have only added to thepopularityof the original. If you earnestlydesire heulUi
do not experiment—get the Okiuinal and Best.
£ Send yoor addressto The Dr. Harter Med.Co.
Bt. Louis, Mo., for onr “DREAM BOOK."
\Fullof strangeand nseful Information,free.^
Dr. Harter’s Iron Tonio is for Sale by am

G-BOCEBIES

The best of

COPPER, TIN,

ored. Urine, COMSTIPATIOIV; and do-

mand

'

It

We

some duty, Dizziness, Flattering at the
llesrt, Dots before the eyes, highly col-

shades.

SILK

torpid bowels,

disordered liver,

goods, ewaaistiug of

Wm.

Gso. H. But, City Qfak

BEST BAEQ-AinSTS

AND RANGES.

Special Assessors9 Notice!
Holland,

Mt

Q-ET

COOKING STOVES,

87-8f.

in this office, and that the Common Council baa fixed upon the 28th day of October
A. D. 1884, at 7:80 o’clock p. m.f at the
Common Council rooms in said city, as
the time and place when and where they
will meet with the board of assesaera to
review said roll. «.
By order §t the Common Council.

and

Holland, Mich., Aug. 6th, 1884.

fBB'
At a session of the ProbateCourt of the county
of Ottawa, holdcn at the Probate office. In the city
of Grand Haven in said county, on Monday, the
twenty-ninth day of September,in the year one
thousandeight hundred and eighty-four.* Present,
Samuel L. Tate. Judge of Probate. In the matter
of the estate of Manly D. Howard, deceased. On
reading and filingthe petition, dnly verified, of
Harah Howard, representing that said Manly D.
Howard lately died In said county of Ottawa, Intestate, leaving estate to be administered,and
praying for the appointment of herself, said petitioner, as administratrix thereof. TheronponIt
is ordered, that Monday, the third day of November next, at one o'clock In the afternoon be assigned for the hearingof said petition,and that
the heirs at law of said deceased, and all other per^
sons interestedIn said estate, are required to apCity of
)
pear at a session of said court then to be holdcn
Clerk’s office. October 7, 1884. j
at the Probate office, in Grand Haven, In said
To Mrs. J. Ailing, Cornells Bouwman, county, and show cause, if any there be. why tho
praver of the petitioner should not be granted:
Dlrkje Hoffmifn, Pieter Pfanstiebi,Abra- And it is furtherordered, that said petitioner give
ham Van Plankon, Jan Visscber, Thomas notice to the persons Interested In said estate of
Sullivan,
Butkau, Henry Baum, the pendency of said petitionand the bearing
by cansing a copy of this order to be pubowner
owner unknown. thereof,
lished In the Holland Citt Nbws, a newspaper
You and each of you are hereby notified printed and circulatedin said connty of Ottawa,
that a special assessmentroll, for the re- for three successive weeks previous to said day of
hearing.
pair ol sidewalks, has been reported by
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE.
the board of assessors to the
Judge qf Probate.
Council of the city of Holland, and filed

K4;

of Prints, i

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace,

in an endless

35-48t.

Common

and examine our stock of

Spring Dress Goods, New Style

Pi "

Cll as follows:
In the first ward, at the

call

will

furnished.
Office and

shop on Riuer Street

near tho corner of Tenth Street,

r

Holland> Miohu

JA& HUNTLEY.
Holland, May

27,

1888.

17-tf

